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One of the most important functions of a professional society is honoring those who have 
made significant contributions to the profession and science. This function is implicit in 
SEG’s stated objective “to promote the science of exploration geophysics and related fields, 
including applications and research, to foster the common scientific interests of geophysicists, 
and to maintain a high professional standard among its members.” Moreover, the founders 
of the SEG underscored this importance though explicit references in the bylaws.

Our profession has many components: the science of exploration geophysics; the education 
of geophysicists, other professionals, and the general public; collaboration with professionals 
in related fields; and application of geophysical knowledge to economically find and 
develop natural resources, characterize the near surface, and mitigate Earth hazards. The 
2020 Honors and Awards Program recognizes superior achievement in all of these areas. 
The distinguished recipients of this year’s awards are role models for excellence in our 
profession, and the Society is proud to honor their contributions at this Annual Meeting. 

Please join me in recognizing and honoring these individuals and institutions. Indeed, it is 
through these awards and their associated accomplishments that we define the highest aspirations 
of SEG and its members. 

Christopher L. Liner,
Chairman, Honors and Awards Committee

Welcome to the SEG 2020 

Honors and Awards Ceremony!
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Christopher L. Liner- Chair

John h. Bradford

WiLLiam L. aBrieL

nanCy J. house

Robert R. Stewart
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2020 Awards
— Distinguished Awards — 

 SEG Distinguished Instructor David J. Monk
 SEG Distinguished Lecturer, January - July Sergey Fomel
 SEG-AAPG Distinguished Lecturer, August - December Aria Abubakar
 SEG Honorary Lecturer, Latin America Patricia de Lugão
 SEG Honorary Lecturer, Europe Johan Robertsson
 SEG Honorary Lecturer, Middle East and Africa Saleh Al-Dossary
 SEG Honorary Lecturer, North America Anna Shaughnessy
 SEG Honorary Lecturer, Pacific South Lisa Gavin
 SEG Honorary Lecturer, South and East Asia Xinming Wu
 SEG Virtual Near Surface Global Lecturer Estella A. Atekwana

— Achievement Awards —
 Best Student Paper Presented at the 2019 Annual Meeting Guillaume Barnier
 Best Student Poster Paper Presented at the 2019 Annual Meeting Yuqing Wang
 Best Paper Presented at the 2019 Annual Meeting Thomas Kühnel, Michael Kiehn, Eric Duveneck,
  Bruce Strawn, Dung Nguyen, Anu Chandran,
  Farhad Bazargani, Richard M. Palmer,
  Thomas M. Rayburn, Mandy Wong, Siyang Yang
 Best Poster Paper Presented at 2019 Annual Meeting Yike Liu, Bin He, Yingcai Zheng
 Best Paper in The Leading Edge in 2019 Jacob Bartscht Bayer, Bryce Jensen, Yingping Li
  Tianrun Chen, Ken H. Matson
 Best Paper in Interpretation in 2019 Kyle R. Reuber, Paul Mann
 Best Paper in Geophysics in 2019 Mark E. Everett, Alan Dana Chave
 Geophysics Reviewer of the Year Erik Koene

— Presidential Awards —
 Presidential Award Ted Bakamjian, Dean Clark, Bob A. Hardage, William L. Abriel

— Student Chapter Awards —
 Most Improved Student Chapter Universidad Industrial de Santander Geophysical Society 
  of Colombia
 Best Student Chapter Uppsala University Geophysical Society of Sweden

— Near-Surface Geophysics Technical Section Honors and Awards 
 Harold Mooney Award Julian Ivanov
 Frank Frischkencht Leadership Award Hansruedi Maurer

— Established Awards of the Society —
 Outstanding Educator Shalivahan, Ilya Tsvankin
 J. Clarence Karcher Award Fangyu Li, Siddharth Misra, Xinming Wu
 Life Membership Jie Zhang
 Special Commendation Marianne Rauch
 Distinguished Achievement Award Smart Exploration
 Cecil Green Enterprise Award Gary Tubridy, Avalon Sciences Limited
 Craig J. Beasley Award James A. Clark
  Reginald Fessenden Award Felix J. Herrmann, Charles C. Mosher, Faqi Liu,
  Laura J. Pyrak-Nolte, Evert Slob
 Honorary Membership James W. Rector
 Virgil Kauffman Gold Medal Carlos Torres-Verdín
 Maurice Ewing Medal Leon Thomsen
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Johan Robertsson

Patricia de Lugão

Saleh Al-Dossary

SEG Honorary Lecturer, Europe

SEG Honorary Lecturer, Latin America

SEG Honorary Lecturer, Middle East and Africa

David J. Monk

SEG Distinguished Instructor

Sergey Fomel

Aria Abubakar

SEG Distinguished Lecturer, January - July

SEG-AAPG Distinguished Lecturer, August - December

DISTINGUISHED AWARDS
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Anna Shaughnessy

Lisa Gavin

Xinming Wu

SEG Honorary Lecturer, North America

SEG Honorary Lecturer, Pacific South

SEG Honorary Lecturer, South and East Asia

SEG Virtual Near Surface Global Lecturer

Estella A. Atekwana
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“Data weighted full-waveform inversion with adaptive moment estimation for near-surface seismic refraction data”
Ao Cai, Rice University

aWard of merit

“An efficient wavefield inversion for isotropic elastic media”
Chao Song, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology

aWard of merit

“Angle-dependent and angle-independent lease-squares reverse-time migration (LSRTM) - Case studies”
Thomas Kühnel, Michael Kiehn, Eric Duveneck, Bruce Strawn, Dung Nguyen, Anu Chandran, Farhad Bazargani, 
Richard M. Palmer, Thomas M. Rayburn, Mandy Wong, Siyang Yang

Best paper presented at the 2019 annuaL meeting

ACHIEVEMENT AWARDS

Best student poster paper presented  
at the 2019 annuaL meeting

“Seismic impedance inversion based on cycle-consistent generative adversarial network”
Yuqing Wang, Tsinghua University

“Waveform inversion by model reduction using spline interpolation”
Guillaume Barnier, Stanford University

Best student paper presented 
at the 2019 annuaL meeting

honoraBLe mention
“DAS observation of guided waves in a shale reservoir generated by perforation shots”
Ariel Lellouch, Biondo Biondi, Steve Horne, Mark A. Meadows, Tamas Nemeth
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“Extending the AVO toolbox with rock physics driven inversion for seismic interpretation with little or no well control: 
Example from the Norwegian Sea”
Erling Hugo Jensen, Åsmund Drottning, Mark Littman

honoraBLe mention

“Controlled-order multiple waveform inversion”
Yike Liu, Bin He, Yingcai Zheng

Best poster paper presented at the 2019 annuaL meeting

“Salt/sediment proximity to delineate salt boundaries using seismic while drilling in the Gulf of Mexico”
Jacob Bartscht Bayer, Bryce Jensen, Yingping Li, Tianrun Chen, Ken H. Matson

Best paper in The Leading edge in 2019

honoraBLe mention

honoraBLe mention

“The nimble node — Million-channel land recording systems have arrived”
Ted Manning, Dinara Ablyazina, John Quigley

“Full-waveform inversion for salt: A coming of age”
Ping Wang, Zhigang Zhang, Jiawei Mei, Feng Lin, Rongxin Huang
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Erik Koene
geophysics revieWer of the year

“On the physical principles underlying electromagnetic induction”
Mark E. Everett, Alan Dana Chave

Best paper in geophysics in 2019

honoraBLe mention
“Adaptive waveform inversion: Practice”
Lluís Guasch, Michael Warner, Céline Ravaut

honoraBLe mention
“Data-driven internal multiple elimination and its consequences for imaging: A comparison of strategies”
Lele Zhang, Jan Thorbecke, Kees Wapenaar, Evert Slob

honoraBLe mention
“Convolutional neural network for seismic impedance inversion”
Vishal Das, Ahinoam Pollack, Uri Wollner, Tapan Mukerji

honoraBLe mention
“Simulation of wave propagation in linear thermoelastic media”
José M. Carcione, Zhi-Wei Wang, Wenchang Ling, Ettore Salusti, Jing Ba, Li-Yun Fu

“Control of Precambrian-to-Paleozoic orogenic trends on along-strike variations in Early Cretaceous continental rifts of 
the South Atlantic Ocean”
Kyle R. Reuber, Paul Mann

Best paper in inTerpreTaTion in 2019
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Ted Bakamjian

Presidential Award

Dean Clark

Bob A. Hardage

Presidential Award

Presidential Award

William L. Abriel

Presidential Award

Presidential AWARDS
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Julian Ivanov

Hansruedi Maurer

Harold Mooney Award

Frank Frischkencht Leadership Award

NEAR-SURFACE GEOPHYSICS 
TECHNICAL SECTION 

HONORS AND AWARDS

Universidad Industrial de Santander 
Geophysical Society of Colombia

Uppsala University  
Geophysical Society of Sweden

Most Improved Student Chapter

Best Student Chapter

STUDENT CHAPTER AWARDS
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T he Outstanding Educator Award honors individuals for excellence in geophysics education, 
and is awarded to a person who, in the unanimous opinion of the Honors and Awards 

Committee and the Board, merits such recognition, based on their educational qualities and 
contributions that may include:

 • Outstanding contributions in teaching of geophysics classes at any educational level;

 • Impact on education programs by commitment to excellence in geophysics education;

 • Special dedication to advising, supervising, and mentoring students; 

 • Providing extraordinary inspiration to the next generation of geophysics professionals.

A maximum of two awards can be given each year. 

OUTSTANDING EDUCATOR AWARD

Established Awards 
of the Society

2020 Shalivahan 
 Ilya Tsvankin

2019 Laura Valentina Socco

2018 Hendratta Ntalla Ali 
 Kristina Keating

2017 Rosemary Knight 
 Scott Smithson

2016 Estella A. Atekwana  
 Roel Snieder

2015 Manika Prasad
 Jie Zhang

2014 Sue Webb
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Shalivahan
Shalivahan is a professor in the Department of Applied Geophysics at the Indian Institute of 
Technology (Indian School of Mines), Dhanbad. He led the Center for Innovation, Incubation, 
and Entrepreneurship and is Dean for Research and Development. He was awarded the National 
Geoscience Award by the government of India in 2012 for his contributions in resistivity, induced 
polarization, self potential, electromagnetic, and gravity and magnetic methods. He has worked 
on the exploration for gold, silver, copper, and uranium. He is an associate member of the Indian 
Academy of Sciences, Bangalore. Glowing testimonials to Shalivahan’s impact from former students 

and colleagues include: “Dr. Shalivahan is a brilliant teacher inside the classroom and an inspiring leader outside the classroom.” 
And, further, “Professor Shalivahan is a passionate and organized teacher who develops inspiring relationships with the students, 
not only in academic or career fronts but also as an elder brother for personal suggestions and support … . He challenged me and 
pushed me, but it is, by far, the most beneficial and rewarding three years I have ever spent in a course of my educational career.” 
One comment summarizes Shalivahan very well: “He is the best teacher and best person I’ve ever seen.”

“A teacher is known by the success of his students.” 
“Every time I enter the class, I learn something from my 
students, and so students are my teachers.” “(I) owe the 
achievements to my students.” These are the words of 
professor Shalivahan, who has been an excellent teacher 
for more than two decades in the Department of Applied 
Geophysics at the Indian Institute of Technology (Indian 
School of Mines), Dhanbad. He has taught courses in 
applied geophysics in electrical methods, electromagnetic 
methods, and magnetotelluric and ground penetrating 
radar methods. At the master’s level he teaches geophysics 
for mineral exploration.

Students attribute their success to his quality of 
teaching and mentoring, which is field- and practical-
oriented. His style of teaching and personal interaction 
with students make the students competitive and 
knowledgeable, with an eye for details that provides 
an appetite for learning. Shalivahan is a passionate and 
enthusiastic teacher who get energy from his students. 
His way of teaching removes the pressure from difficult 
topics and makes students feel the breeze of liveliness in 
the classroom. He converts the melancholy tone to the 
happy symphony of Beethoven.

His interaction with students in the classroom 
and in field trainings has been exemplary. The unique 
characteristic of Shalivahan’s teaching skill is that he tries 
to teach students in the way they want to learn. His classes 
blend creativity, imagination, originality, knowledge, and 
humor. He tries to spot the individuality in each of his 
students. He never focuses toward only the best students 
in the class but rather tries to involve the least interested 
students by continuously interacting with them. If this 
method fails, he meets with those students separately and 
tries to resolve their problems.

Shalivahan does not prefer taking attendance. Still 
his class strength is nearly 100%, despite the fact that 
he takes classes at 8 in the morning — not a popular 
time for the average student. This strong attendance 
is due to his style of teaching as well as the innovative 
methodologies he employs.

According to his many students, Shalivahan 
becomes a source of inspiration with his words and with 
his way of his living. He teaches not only how to be a 
good geophysicist but also to be a good human being, 
and that matters the most.

Beyond the classroom, he works to inspire students 
by developing relationships with them not only in terms 
of their academic or career fronts but also as an elder 
brother for personal suggestions and support. This has 
helped many students coming from remote villages to 
overcome the initial fear and inferiority complex they may 
exhibit. He regularly gets in touch with students outside 
the classroom and takes feedback about his teaching and 
how he can improve himself. At times, a single evening 
with him has changed the course of life for some of the 
students. Understandably, he is well known among the 
student communities of other institutes as well.

Shalivahan has been a great mentor for his master’s 
and doctoral students. His contributions are marked 
by an imaginative selection of outstanding questions, 
intellectual rigor, and a personal commitment to 
scholarship and high scientific purpose. His students are 
employed in industry and research institutes globally. 
Recently, one of his doctoral students was awarded the 
prestigious Bi-nationally Supervised Doctoral Degree 
funded by the German Academic Exchange Service. 
His immense contribution in shaping the future of his 
students is to be appreciated and celebrated.

by Bimalendu Bhattacharyazs
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I lya Tsvankin
Ilya Tsvankin is a professor of geophysics at the Colorado School of Mines (CSM) and director of 
the Center for Wave Phenomena. He is well known in the exploration geophysics community for 
his seminal contributions in seismic anisotropy as well as three books and more than 150 scientific 
papers. He has been awarded both the SEG Honorary Membership and the Virgil Kauffman Gold 
Medal. Tsvankin has taught numerous geophysics courses at CSM and graduated 22 PhD and 10 
MS students. He also is an SEG instructor and has taught professional courses around the world to 
the industry and universities. Testimonials such as “Working with Ilya has changed my life and set 

me on my current professional path,” and “I witnessed how Ilya unselfishly dedicated much time to his students’ work and carefully 
nourished their often unstructured and erratic ideas into impressive master’s and PhD theses” provide examples of the impact that 
Tsvankin has made on the professional lives of his students and colleagues. Finally, another leader in exploration geophysics stated 
that “With his unique teaching style, Ilya has become the most important educator and mentor in my career.”

In addition to being an outstanding scientist, 
Ilya Tsvankin is an equally outstanding teacher and 
mentor of university students. He not only gives them 
the deepest possible knowledge but also profoundly 
influences their professional paths and their scientific 
and technical ways of thinking. His educational work 
spanning more than three decades has made a big impact 
on the development of young professionals and on the 
international geophysics community at large. Ilya’s career 
began in the 1980s at the Institute of Physics of the 
Earth in Moscow, Russia. As a young scientist, Ilya got 
involved in geophysics education by advising graduate 
students from Moscow State University. Since joining 
the Department of Geophysics at Colorado School of 
Mines (CSM) in 1992, Ilya has been a major contributor 
to the CSM educational program by developing and 
teaching numerous graduate and undergraduate courses. 

Ilya’s students felt inspired by his enthusiasm for 
advanced seismic methods and earth sciences in general. 
Many of them still use their notebooks from Ilya’s courses 
as helpful references for their current projects. Ilya’s course 
notes “Seismic wavefields in layered isotropic media,” 
freely available from online archive Samizdat Press, are 
used as a textbook in many universities around the world 
and are particularly appreciated in developing countries.

Since coming to CSM, Ilya has served as a 
coleader (and currently director) of the Center for Wave 
Phenomena (CWP) — a major academic consortium 
supported by hydrocarbon exploration companies and 
U.S. government agencies. Ilya’s research program has 
focused largely on seismic inversion and processing 
for anisotropic media. His work in that field has a 
fundamental importance for both exploration and 
global seismology and was recognized by the 1996 SEG 
Virgil Kauffman Gold Medal. Most of Ilya’s research 
results are obtained in collaboration with his CWP-
supported students and postdocs, who have greatly 
benefited from their participation in cutting-edge 
projects under his guidance.

During his time at CSM, Ilya has graduated 
22 PhD and 10 MS students and supervised many 
postdoctoral fellows and visiting junior scientists. He 
has also expanded CWP student recruitment from 
India, Latin America, and other regions, and established 
fruitful connections with geophysics programs at many 
universities worldwide. His mentorship of CWP students 
and postdocs has produced a number of excellent 
researchers for both industry and academia. 

Ilya also has a strong commitment to educational 
programs for both graduate students and professionals 
outside CSM. Since 2002, he and Vladimir Grechka 
have been teaching a short course on anisotropy for the 
SEG Continuing Education program. The course, titled 
“Seismic anisotropy: Basic theory and applications in 
exploration and reservoir characterization,” consistently 
ranks among the top SEG offerings in terms of both 
attendance and evaluations. In addition to many U.S. 
cities, Ilya and Vladimir have taught the course in 
Australia, Brazil, Canada, China, Germany, Mexico, 
Norway, and Poland. 

Among Ilya’s 150-plus peer-reviewed papers are 
several top-cited articles widely read and used in graduate 
teaching around the world. His monograph “Seismic 
signatures and analysis of reflection data in anisotropic 
media” is one of the most significant texts on the subject 
that will serve the geophysics community for many years 
to come. This book, a bestseller since its publication 
by Elsevier in 2001 (the third edition was by SEG in 
2012), has played a key role in introducing practicing 
geophysicists and geophysics students to the complicated 
topic of seismic anisotropy and its applications in 
industry. As chairman (199–2004) and current member 
of the SEG Translations Committee, Ilya has overseen 
translation into English of several textbooks from Russia 
and other countries that have become an important part 
of the SEG Library.

Ilya has made exceptional, wide-ranging 
contributions to geophysics education during his 
distinguished career.

by Serge A. Shapiro
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2020 Fangyu Li 
 Siddharth Misra 
 Xinming Wu

2019 Xinding Fang 
 Hejun Zhu 

2018 Yunyue Elita Li 
 Matteo Ravasi 
 Tieyuan Zhu

2017 Sjoerd Antonius Leonardus de Ridder 
 Waruntorn (Jane) Kanitpanyacharoen 
 Tristan van Leeuwen

2016 Dario Grana 
 Nishank Saxena

2015 Joost van der Neut 
 Germán Rubino 
 Yingcai Zheng

2014 Ivan Pires de Vasconcelos
 Elliot Grunewald

2013 David F. Halliday 
 Sam T. Kaplan 
 Gilles Hennenfent

2012 Jyoti Behura 
 Pawan Dewangan 
 Alison E. Malcolm

2011 Mostafa Naghizadeh 
 Ramesh (Neelsh) Neelamani 
 Guojian Shan

2010 Deyan Draganov 
 Jeffrey Shragge

2009 Bogdan G. Nita 
 Haiyan Zhang

2008 Dirk-Jan van Manen

2007 Robert G. Clapp
 Antoine Guitton
 Matthew M. Haney

2006 Kristopher A. Innanen

2005 Mustafa Naser Al-Ali
 Andrey Bakulin
 Simon A. Shaw

2004 Henning Kuehl
 Yu Zhang

2003 Edward Jenner

2002 Oleg V. Mikhailov
 Rob Vestrum

2001 Sergey Fomel
 Muhammad Saggaf

2000 Fernanda Araújo Gasparotto
 Tapan Mukerji
 Tamas Nemeth

1999 Kenneth H. Matson
 Andreas Rüger

1998 Tariq Ali Alkhalifah
 John E. Eastwood
 Jörg Schleicher

1997 Eric Verschuur
 Spyros K. Lazaratos
 Vladimir Grechka

1996 Maarten de Hoop
 David E. Lumley
 James W. Rector III

I    n honor of the memory of Clarence Karcher and his enormous contribution to exploration 
geophysics, the J. Clarence Karcher Award is given in recognition of significant contributions 

to the science and technology of exploration geophysics by a young geophysicist of outstanding 
abilities who, in the unanimous opinion of the Honors and Awards Committee and the Board of 
Directors, merits such recognition. Recipients must be less than 35 years of age on 1 November of 
the year preceding presentation of this award. A maximum of three awards can be given each year.

J. CLARENCE KARCHER AWARD
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Fangyu Li
Fangyu Li is an assistant professor in Electrical and Computer Engineering at Kennesaw 
State University. He has authored or coauthored 12 papers in Interpretation, seven papers in 
Geophysics, and more than 30 expanded abstracts for presentations at SEG Annual Meetings. 
He holds three U.S. patents. His research interests include signal processing, streaming data 
analysis, seismic interpretation, seismic imaging, distributed computing, and IoT security. He has 
served as an associate editor for two journals. One of Li’s colleagues note that “Fangyu’s enthusiasm, 
talent, and ability in solving challenging geophysical problems unquestionably put him in the 

rank of young geophysicists with extraordinary ability.” Li has contributed in theory development, code implementation, and 
field data applications of seismic imaging, quantitative interpretation, and seismic attributes methods. Another of Li’s associates 
indicates that “Fangyu is one of the most promising young geoscientists in our profession. Throughout his short career, Fangyu has 
worked with a wide variety of collaborators and has contributed to the fields of seismic processing, imaging, and interpretation, 
to hazard identification and real-time processing, and to applications beyond exploration geophysics that build bridges to the civil 
engineering and public safety communities.”

It is particularly gratifying that the award named 
after the developer of reflection seismology, J. Clarence 
Karcher, who earned an undergraduate degree at the 
University of Oklahoma (OU) and conducted his first 
field experiments in the state of Oklahoma be awarded to 
Fangyu Li, a graduate of OU. Fangyu is an exceptionally 
talented and hard-working young scientist, whom I have 
been fortunate to have as my doctoral student. Fangyu 
combines an understanding of theory and data quality to 
construct innovative algorithms to solve both theoretical 
and practical problems. Fangyu is a remarkably productive 
young scientist who is friendly and collaborative and 
who enjoys working with people with different expertise. 
His enthusiasm toward research and work impacts 
surrounding colleagues and collaborators. In addition to 
having an outstanding publication record, Fangyu is a 
leader, a popular mentor to students, and a contributor 
to the geophysics community at large. Fangyu has been 
active within SEG as a reviewer for Annual Meetings and 
technical journals, an associate editor for Interpretation, 
and a session chair of Annual Meetings.

Fangyu arrived at OU with a master’s degree from 
Tsinghua University. He was well prepared to work 
on seismic signal processing, seismic attributes, and 
interpretation. He quickly came up to speed evaluating 
algorithm implementation and shortcomings in some 20 
years of previous algorithmic implementation and came 
up with significant improvements to coherence, spectral 
decomposition, signal decomposition, and attenuation 
algorithms. He applied these improvements to studies 
in reservoir characterization, seismic stratigraphy, shale 
resource plays, and geomorphology of clastic facies. At 
OU, Fangyu built on his MS work on RGB corenderings 
of coherence computed on spectral voice volumes, leading 
to the more robust multispectral coherence algorithm. In 
attenuation analysis, he developed a workflow based on 
impedance inversion to first remove the layering effect 
on the seismic spectrum, providing for more accurate 
estimates of Q.

Fangyu’s accomplishments are well documented 
by a long list of SEG abstracts and journal papers 
ranging from interpretation to theory to quantitative 
data analysis. He is the first author of the majority of 
his publications, which have received a large number of 
citations and have impacted the seismic interpretation 
community. Following graduation, Fangyu became a 
postdoctoral fellow at the University of Georgia (UGA), 
where he extended his research to subsurface seismic 
imaging and interpretation, distributed computing, and 
ambient imaging.

During his days at UGA, Fangyu focused his talent 
on near-subsurface imaging through both theoretical 
laboratory studies and applied field work. He has 
taken a keen interest in shallowly buried infrastructure 
imaging and initiated work to more efficiently determine 
microseismic source locations using a distributed 
geophone network. The so-called “subsurface camera” 
is an ambitious project of great importance. Real-time 
imaging of shallow earth structures is essential to monitor 
the underground activities and assess the sustainability 
and potential hazards of geologic structures. Typically, 
a seismic imaging process takes months to collect data, 
process, and image in a processing center. Fangyu’s effort 
is to reduce this time- and labor-consuming task to 
“minutes” using emerging sensor network techniques

Fangyu has the passion, perseverance, and 
fungibility to tackle the challenges facing the future 
geoscience community, whatever they may be. He 
has established himself as a leading scientist who 
works on seismic processing, interpretation, and 
distributed subsurface imaging. His boundless energy 
on research and his expanding range of collaborations 
in petroleum exploration and production as well as in 
near-surface seismology will lead to a bright future, 
either as an academic, a researcher, or both. On behalf 
of the community of researchers and collaborators who 
nominated him, it is a pleasure to write this citation. I 
am confident in saying Fangyu thoroughly deserves the 
J. Clarence Karcher Award.

by Kurt J. Marfurt
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Siddharth Misra
Siddharth Misra is a researcher and educator across the disciplines of formation evaluation, 
petrophysics, geophysics, and subsurface data analytics. His current research is focused on data-
driven fracture characterization and quantification of fluid storage and connectivity. He has 
advanced new laboratory methods for the electromagnetic sensing of rocks as well as new machine-
learning procedures for the interpretation of geophysical subsurface measurements. Misra has 
published in more than 35 journal and 25 conference proceedings and is coauthor of four patents 
and four patent applications related to subsurface geophysical sensing. Based on his innovative 

technical contributions in exploration geophysics and petrophysics, Misra was awarded the prestigious Department of Energy Early 
Career Award for Geosciences Research, the SPWLA Young Technical Professional Award, the American Chemical Society New 
Investigator Award, and the SPE Mid-Continent Formation Evaluation Award.

Siddharth (Sid) Misra is an associate professor with 
the Harold Vance Department of Petroleum Engineering 
at Texas A&M University. Prior to that, he was an 
assistant professor with the Mewbourne College of Earth 
and Energy at the University of Oklahoma. He develops 
computational methods to quantify the interaction of 
sensor physics with physical processes/properties of the 
subsurface to improve the exploration, development, 
and production of subsurface resources. As part of the 
latter work, Sid pioneered several geophysical methods 
and interpretation techniques that directly benefit the 
development and production of hydrocarbon reservoirs. 

Thus far, Sid’s major technical contribution is in 
the theory of electromagnetic (EM) responses of geologic 
formations due to charge polarization phenomena. He 
conducted laboratory experiments, mechanistic modeling, 
and numerical simulations of instrument physics to 
quantify changes in electrical conductivity and dielectric 
permittivity of fluid-filled porous rocks due to polarization 
phenomena associated with clay and electrically 
conductive minerals. His research group introduced 
several techniques for processing multifrequency EM 
borehole measurements for the estimation of fluid 
saturations and to detect and quantify fractures and clay 
minerals in hydrocarbon-bearing formations. 

During the last five years, Sid has been involved in 
the implementation of machine-learning methods for the 
interpretation of subsurface geophysical measurements. 
Funded by the U.S. Department of Energy, he developed 
techniques to process acoustic-emission waveforms and 
sonic traveltimes for the detection of geomechanically 

altered zones due to fractures and fluids. Furthermore, as 
part of his financial support received from the American 
Chemical Society, he develops machine-learning 
techniques for analysis of 2D/3D images to quantify 
connectivity of various rock solid and fluid constituents. 
The assessment of connectivity of material constituents 
enables better understanding of the transport of energy, 
mass, and momentum in porous rocks. A common thrust 
in his data-driven research efforts is to improve and 
expedite the interpretation of geophysical measurements 
and better visualize geophysical processes via advanced 
machine-learning methods. 

Sid’s research results are being used currently 
by several oil and gas companies, including Chevron, 
Baker-Hughes, GE, Saudi Aramco, Hess, Schlumberger, 
and BHP Billiton. He is actively pursuing several 
impactful research projects in the area of machine 
learning applied to near-wellbore rock description 
using borehole geophysical measurements. His most 
recent research findings and interpretation workflows 
are documented in his book, Machine Learning for 
Subsurface Characterization. The book describes and 
implements data-driven interpretation methods and 
concepts needed to support today’s complex subsurface 
engineering problems.

I find it extremely fitting that SEG’s J. Clarence 
Karcher Award be bestowed to such an active, driven, 
creative, and intelligent young member of our academic 
community. I strongly believe that this is only the humble 
beginning of a very productive and transcendental 
geophysical career for Sid.

by Carlos Torres-Verdín
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Xinming Wu
Xinming Wu received his PhD in geophysics in 2016 from the Colorado School of Mines where he 
was a member of the Center for Wave Phenomena. He continued on as a postdoc at the Bureau 
of Economic Geology, University of Texas at Austin, and then joined the University of Science 
and Technology of China and became a professor in 2019. There he started a research group 
working on processing and interpretation of geoscience data sets. Xinming and Dave Hale’s paper 
on image processing for faults won the Best Paper Award in Geophysics in 2016. He also 
received an honorable mention for his presentation on automatic stratigraphic interpretation at 

the 2018 SEG Annual Meeting. Xinming was selected as the 2020 SEG Honorary Lecturer for South and East Asia in 2020 to 
present his understandings and work on deep learning in seismic interpretation. He is an Associate Editor for Interpretation and 
Geophysics. Xinming is said to be “a true star of computational geoscience with great contributions to exploration geophysics.”

I first met Xinming Wu in a remote video call eight 
years ago as he was applying for admission to the PhD 
program in geophysics at Colorado School of Mines. As 
we reviewed his undergraduate transcript, I asked him 
to explain low grades in two English courses. I learned 
that he had grown up in a farming community in China 
where English writing and speaking was not well taught. 
Those university courses were his first involving these 
English skills.

Five years later in 2016, Xinming received SEG’s 
award for the Best Paper in Geophysics. I contributed 
to the research and was fortunate to be a coauthor, but the 
inspiration and prose for that paper were all Xinming’s.

Even before graduating from Mines in 2016, 
Xinming began working with others, first with Dean 
Witte at Transform, then with Guillaume Caumon of 
the RING consortium, but mostly with Sergey Fomel 
and geologists at the Texas Bureau of Economic Geology 
and at the University of Texas. There, Xinming began 
to develop applications of machine learning to seismic 
processing and interpretation.

A prerequisite for machine learning is a large 
collection of so-called “labeled data” — the inputs and 
desired outputs used to train the machines. Xinming was 
among the first to demonstrate that we can train them 
well using only synthetic data designed specifically for 
this purpose.

When he was still a student at Mines, Xinming 
once told me that he planned to submit two abstracts 
for the next SEG Annual Meeting. I remember thinking 
that submissions and rejection rates were both going 
up, and Xinming was not a well-known speaker. So I 
suggested that he instead choose the abstract he thought 
best and submit only that one; otherwise the program 
committee might choose only the other one. He ignored 
my advice, successfully, and in years since has continued 
to present multiple papers at SEG meetings. In 2020, 
as an Honorary Lecturer for SEG, Xinming speaks to 
audiences worldwide.

As a young professor at the University of Science 
and Technology in Hefei, China, Xinming now leads the 
new Computational Interpretation Group of graduate 
students and others who share research interests and 
computers with some serious GPUs. Let’s watch what 
they do next!

by Dave Hale
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2020 Jie Zhang

2019 Mike Graul

2018 Huasheng Zheng
 Xianhuai Zhu

2017 Anna C. Shaughnessy
 Alison Weir Small
 Robert F. Talley
 Bangliu Zhao

2016 Christine Krohn 
 Edith J. Miller 
 Misac Nabighian

2015 Alfred Liang-Chi Liaw
 Terry K. Young
 
2014 Louise Pellerin
 Yonghe Sun
 Richard D. Miller
 Bin Wang

 
Ralph Michael Bride

2013 M. Lee Bell  
 Timothy B. Swearingen Berge 
 Arthur C. H. Cheng 
 Michael C. Forrest

2012 John H. Bradford  
 Frank D. Brown 
 R. A. (Bob) Wyckoff

2011 Shivaji Dasgupta 
 Joseph Michael Reilly

2010 Bradley A. Birkelo 
 Steve Danbom 
 Mary L. Fleming 
 John R. Sumner

2009 María Ángela Capello
 Panos G. Kelamis
 Rosemary Knight
 David Monk
 Aldo Vesnaver

2008 Klaas Koster

 Susan Mastoris Peebler
 Gary G. Servos

2007 William L. Abriel
 James E. Gaiser

2006 William H. Dragoset
 Robert R. Stewart

2005 Xu Wenrong
 Brian H. Russell
 Ananda Gopal Pramanik

2004 Paul S. Cunningham
 David H. Johnston

2003 Bob A. Hardage
 Gene W. Sparkman
 Simon Spitz

2002 Samir Abdelmoaty
 John G. Caldwell
 Richard Wayne Verm

2001 Joe Dellinger
 Joseph H. Rosenbaum

2000 Georgiy N. Gogonenkov
 Jean-Claude Grosset
 L. C. (Lee) Lawyer

1999 Peter M. Duncan
 Kay Dautenhahn Wyatt

1998 Zuchuan Chen
 Gary M. Hoover
 Nicolay A. Savostyanov
 Yoram Shoham

1997 Michael J. G. Cox
 J. P. (Pat) Lindsey
 Norman S. Neidell

1996 Valery Garipov
 Brian R. Spies
 Don W. Steeples

1995 Jack C. Weyand
 Paul Farren

1994 Elmer Eisner
 Hugh W. Hardy

1992 Richard E. Schneider
 Meng Ersheng

1991 Richard A. Baile
 Paul C. Wuenschel

1990 Stanley B. Jones
 K. M. Lawrence

1989 Edwin B. Neitzel
 Reginald G. Nelson
 Ben B. Thigpen

1988 Richard E. Fentem
 Elwin M. Peacock

1987 Kenneth L. Cook

1986 Harold J. Kidder
 William E. Laing

1985 Anton W. Smit

1984 David L. Yowell

1983 Donald R. Brown
 Norman J. Christie
 Jack M. Proffitt
 W. B. Robinson

1982 J. Frank Rollins

1981 Ralph B. Ross
 Benjamin F. Rummerfield

1980 Roy F. Bennett
 E. V. McCollum
 Hugh M. Thralls

1979 Alfred J. Hermont

1978 Bettye Athanasiou

1975 Raoul Vajk

1973 Craig Ferris
 Frank Searcy

1968 Virgil Kauffman
 O. D. Waters Jr.

1954 William W. Butler
 O. F. Ritzman

L  ife Membership may be conferred on persons who have voluntarily rendered exceptionally 
meritorious service to the Society, which, in the unanimous opinion of the Board of Directors, 

warrants recognition.

LIFE MEMBERSHIP
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J ie Zhang
Jie Zhang receives Life Membership for his exceptional service to the Society. In the past, Zhang 
has been awarded both the SEG Reginald Fessenden Award (2012) and Outstanding Educator 
(2015). He has served on the SEG Board of Directors and numerous committees. In this role, 
Zhang is credited with essentially building and supporting the SEG China office along with 
Alfred Liaw. As an SEG volunteer, he has engaged in numerous activities to promote SEG and the 
science of geophysics. He has been an SEG member since 1991 and a Trustee Associate of the SEG 
Foundation since 2010. He helped establish the SEG China Representative office in Beijing and 

from 2009 to 2011 he served as a member of the SEG China Advisory Committee to help SEG convert the China Representative 
Office to a wholly foreign-owned enterprise in order to initiate SEG-organized workshops and promote student chapters in China. 
Zhang served on the Board of Directors of SEG Global Inc. from 2010 to 2013 to manage both the SEG Middle East and 
China offices. He served on the SEG Meetings Review and Planning Committee and participated in the SEG China Task Force 
to establish strategies, plans, and the key performance index for SEG China. He chaired the SEG China Advisory Committee 
from 2011 to 2015, helping SEG China initiate, plan, and operate events. Zhang chaired the 2012 CPS/SEG Conference in 
Shenzhen, China, and served as the SEG South and East Asia Honorary Lecturer in 2016. He served as SEG second vice president 
in 2015–2016 and SEG first vice president in 2016–2017.

Jie Zhang, an educator, a professional, and 
an entrepreneur, has successfully built bridges to 
connect Chinese geophysicists with global geophysical 
communities by voluntarily rendering his exceptional 
services to the Society.

Jie is an alumnus of the Massachusetts Institute 
of Technology (MIT) and a professor at the University 
of Science and Technology (USTC) of China. There 
he has led research efforts in the field of exploration 
geophysics, earthquake seismology, medical imaging, 
and bioengineering. He was the founder of GeoTomo, 
a global technology and service provider for land 
seismic data processing and imaging. He served as SEG 
vice president (2016–2017), chaired the SEG China 
Advisory Committee, and served on the Board of SEG 
Global Inc., the SEG Meetings Review and Planning 
Committee, the Distinguished Lecture Committee, the 
Executive Director Search Committee, and many others. 
He also served as a member of MIT Visiting Committee, 
a member of the Board of Governors of Asia Business 
School, founded by MIT Sloan School of Management, 
and a member of Advisory Committee for UCSD 
Cancer Researchers in Nanotechnology. In 2020, he 
became an elected member of the United States National 
Academy of Engineering for his invaluable contributions 
to “advances in earthquake seismology, geophysical 
imaging, and medical technology.” 

As a member of the SEG China Task Force in 2015, 
Jie led SEG to establish a wholly owned foreign entity 
(WOFE) office in China, and recruited the first chief 
representative of SEG China. By successfully registered 
as a WOFE, SEG has a legal operational license in China 
for 30 years. While serving on the SEG China Advisory 
Committee, he guided the business operations of SEG 
China to achieve financial break-even two years ahead 
of what was planned by the Task Force. He has chaired 
eight SEG technical workshops/conferences, including 

2018 CPS/SEG Conference in Beijing, China, SEG 
Full Waveform Inversion Workshop, Manama, Bahrain, 
Microseismic Technology Workshop, Hefei, China, 2016 
SPG/SEG International Conference, Nanjing, China, 
2010 CPS/SEG Conference in Shenzhen, China, etc.

After joining USTC, Jie founded the Geophysical 
Research Institute, with its aim to promote broad research 
in geophysics and inter-disciplinary collaboration. Due 
to his leadership, the USTC exploration geophysics 
program experienced a dramatic increase in active faculty, 
graduate student enrollment, SEG Annual Meeting 
abstract submissions, and the formation of the USTC 
SEG Student Chapter. He is a strong proponent of 
multidisciplinary collaboration at USTC. With computer 
science faculty and students, Jie and his colleagues 
developed an earthquake search engine for issuing an 
early warning in less than a second after receiving data. 
A patent has been filed for the technology and a related 
paper has been published in Nature Communications. 
Collaboration with physics faculty and students led to 
the development of a unique seismic hard drive that 
allows handling seismic traces 40 times faster than the 
standard computer disk at the same cost.

Jie made a generous personal donation to the SEG 
Foundation and became a Trustee Associate of the SEG 
foundation in 2014. Jie donated to his former elementary 
school and helped the school build the Earth and Space 
Sciences Library in China. An additional donation was 
made to his high school to build a computer lab and to 
his former college to establish 12 academic awards for 
students and faculty members. He helped to establish 
three graduate fellowships at MIT to honor Ted Madden, 
Nafi Toksöz, and Sven Treitel.

I am truly honored to prepare this citation 
to commemorate Jie Zhang’s well deserved SEG 
Life Membership Award based on his exceptionally 
meritorious service to the Society and to SEG China.

by Alfred L. Liaw
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2020 Marianne Rauch

2019 Blair Benson Schneider

2018 Maria Angela Capello

2017 Julie E. Shemeta

2016 Dennis Corrigan

2015  Not Awarded

2014 SEG Advanced Modeling 
  Corporation (SEAM) 
 Rune Hagelund 
 Stewart A. Levin 
 Jill C. Lewis 
 R. Randy Ray 
 Bill Pearson

2013 Not Awarded

2012 Cezar Iacob

2008 Richard A. (Dick)Baile

2007 Katharine Lee Avary 
 Martha Lou Broussard 
 Michael M. Deal 
 Randi S. Martinsen 
 Charles R. “Chuck” Noll 
 Roger M. Slatt 
 Mary Beth Hattaberg 
 James V. White

2006 L. C. (Lee) Lawyer 
 Rhonda Boone 
 Mike Golding 
 Thomas K. Fulton 
 D. Gene Womack

2005 Alf Klaveness

2003 Jamie Eduardo Jaramillo E.

 
 
 
 

2002 M. Al-Chalabi 
 Center for Wave Phenomena,  
 Department of Geophysics,  
 Colorado School of Mines

2001 Horst Rüter

2000 W. Scott Baldridge  
 George R. Jiracek 
 Lu Bang-gan 
 Stephen J. Hill

1999 Carlos A. Dias 
 J. Derek Fairhead 
 Mike Graul

1998 Alistair R. Brown 
 Bob A. Hardage 
 E. O. (Woody) Nestvold 
 3D SEG/EAGE Modeling Project 
  (Fred Aminzadeh, Kay Dauten hahn Wyatt, 

Norman R. Burkhard, Pierre Duclos, 
Timothy J. Kunz, Alain Bamberger, 
Laurence Nicoletis, Jean Brack, Fabio L. 
Rocca)

1997 M. E. (Shorty) Trostle 
 Milo M. Backus 
 Robert J. Graebner

1996 Wagner Freire 
 Robert Sheriff

1995 Albert W. Bally

1994 Özer Altan

1992 George C. McGhee 
 Robert Shrock

1991 Lawrence W. Funkhouser

1990 Fritz Gassman

1983 Stanley B. Jones

1981 R. A. Frosch

1980 J. Edward Snyder

S  EG established Special Commendation for the purpose of recognizing and honoring deserving persons 
for meritorious services to the public, the scientific community, or to our profession. This award may 

be for recognized community leadership, professional leadership, or for contributions outside the mainstream 
of geophysics which, in the unanimous opinion of the Honors and Awards Committee and the Board of 
Directors, warrant special recognition.

SPECIAL COMMENDATION
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Marianne Rauch
Marianne Rauch is an accomplished geophysicist who has successfully applied new ideas in effective 
and viable ways in industry in a career spanning more than 30 years. She has a passion for the 
science of geophysics and is thrilled at its successful application. She is author or coauthor of more 
than 25 SEG papers, numerous presentations at SEG and other professional society meetings, 
and two continuing education courses. In the last few years, her papers have stood out for ways 
of utilizing 3D seismic technology effectively in unconventional resource development. Rauch 
represents the optimal geoscientist — merging the ability to detect new technologies with the 

ability to develop and implement practical applications that have enabled industry to solve the most challenging problems of the 
day. For her lifetime contribution to the industry and lifetime support of young generations of geophysicists through continuing 
education, Rauch is deserving of the SEG Special Commendation award for advancing the science of applied geophysics and 
enhancing the development of the geophysical community.

I am honored to write the citation for such a deserving 
recipient for special recognition by SEG. Working with 
Marianne Rauch allowed me to observe the qualities 
being recognized here, such as professional leadership 
and contributions outside of mainstream geophysics. It 
is her intellectual curiosity and determination that has 
guided her career.

Marianne began her career after graduating from 
the prestigious Karl Franzens University in Graz, Austria, 
in 1985 with her PhD in physics. Having grown up 
in a small mountain village in Austria, she was ready 
to explore the world and moved to Perth, Australia, in 
1988. Her first job was as a research assistant at Curtin 
University, but this was just a first step in her geophysical 
journey that spans more than three decades.

Marianne’s career has provided her with a broad 
set of experiences and exposed her to many facets of 
geophysical exploration. These include AVO analysis 
in the 1980s, common reflection imaging, diffraction 
imaging, hyperspectral data analysis, gravity and 
magnetics, and, of course, seismic imaging. What 
separates Marianne from most exploration geophysicists 
is her desire to leverage multiple geophysical disciplines 
to resolve limitations in either acquisition or processing. 
One great example of this was a project in the Delaware 
Basin where near-surface heterogeneity was causing 
significant issues in calculating refraction statics. To 
better understand the near surface, Marianne advocated 
for and received permission to acquire high-resolution 
electromagnetic data over the area and utilized 
simultaneous inversion to provide a detailed model of the 
shallow velocities. In addition, common reflection surface 
imaging, diffraction imaging, and depth imaging were 
implemented to further advance the subsurface picture. 

One of her biggest passions is mentoring the 
younger generation of geophysicists and imparting in 
them a desire to think outside the box. The status quo is 
not something Marianne tolerates as she fundamentally 
believes there are always better ways to work and new 
insights to be revealed from geophysical data. She takes 
great pride in seeing the geophysicists she has mentored 
move on to successful positions in companies around the 
world. Passing on knowledge is not limited to the younger 
generation. Marianne has a passion for publishing 
results and has written numerous papers and made 
countless presentations at the annual meetings of SEG, 
URTeC, EAGE, and many local societies. To be a prolific 
author, a scientist needs to be looking continuously for 
opportunities to advance learnings and seek avenues of 
collaboration with industry and academia. In prosperous 
times, Marianne advocated for benchmarking projects 
to evaluate vendor technologies; in leaner times, she 
turned to existing relationships with consortia to advance 
research. Either way, the learnings kept coming, workflows 
improved, and papers were written.

Marianne Rauch has always seen the value in being 
an active member of geophysical societies. As mentioned, 
she authors and presents, but she is also quick to accept 
requests to chair conference sessions and review abstracts. 
Interacting with other geophysicists and scientists 
helps prevent academic isolation and a stagnation of 
workflows. Currently Marianne is vice chair of the SEG 
Gravity and Magnetics Committee, a member of the 
SEG Development and Production Committee, and first 
vice president of the Geophysical Society of Houston.

by David Langton
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2020 Smart Exploration

2019 Rock Solid Images

2018 Bureau of Economic Geology

2017 University of British Columbia -  
 Geophysical Inversion Facility

2016 OpendTect

2015  Applied and Environmental Geophysics 
Group (AUG)

2014  Colorado School of Mines Reservoir 
Characterization Project

2013  Geophysics Technology, EXPEC Advanced 
Research Center-Saudi Aramco

2012  Edinburgh Anisotropy Project: British 
Geological Survey, Edinburgh University, 
CNPC Geophysical Key Laboratory (China 
University of Petroleum)

2010 Brazilian Geophysical Society (SBGf) 
 Amoco Research Center

2009 Gocad Research Group and the  
 Gocad Consortium

2008  Shell Exploration & Production Company
 SMART JV
 WesternGeco

2007  CSEM: Statoil Research Centre, Norwegian 
Geotechnical Institute, Scripps Institution of 
Oceanography, University of Southampton, 
and ExxonMobil Upstream Research Company

2006  Compagnie Générale de Géophysique (CGG) 

2006 Geological Survey of Canada

2005  Robert Ballard’s Institute for Exploration

2004  Curtin Reservoir Geophysics Consortium

2003  CREWES Project, University of Calgary

2002 Kansas Geological Survey

2001  Laboratory of Seismics and Acoustics at 
Delft University

2000  Geophysics Laboratory of the University of 
Toronto

1999  Exxon Production Research Company

1998 Western Geophysical

1997  Allied Geophysical Laboratories, University 
of Houston

1995  Stanford University Department of 
Geophysics

1994 DigiCOURSE, Inc.

1991  Colorado School of Mines Department of 
Geophysics

1989 Geophysical Service, Inc.

1988  Massachusetts Institute of Technology

1986 Geophysical Service, Inc. 
 Texas Instruments, Inc.

T he Distinguished Achievement Award shall be awarded from time to time to a company, 
institution, or other organization for a specific technical contribution or contributions that have, 
in the unanimous opinion of the Honors and Awards Committee and the Board of Directors, 
substantially advanced the science of exploration geophysics.

DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT AWARD
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Smart Exploration deserves the SEG Distinguished Achievement Award, not only for technical advances but also a focus on 
communicating to the public the role that applied geophysics plays in exploration and development of natural resources. The 
consortium, a partnership between, industry, academia and government, has produced numerous peer reviewed papers that 
technically advance the science, but through public education the partnership enhanced the role of applied geophysics as a critical 
tool for lower impact mineral exploration needed for emerging green technologies. Through the partnership numerous emerging 
professionals have achieved success and notoriety. A few young professionals have highlighted their experiences in their support 
letters, emphasizing on the importance of working in a large and diverse team with different technical and cultural backgrounds. 
The public outreach and cooperation with society in general highlights the value of geophysics used to locate and produce these 
alternatives in a manner that reduces impact overall. This consortium is critical for retaining the Social License to Operate and 
providing evidence and information of the critical role that geosciences and collaboration have in providing energy for humanity 
now and in the future.

Smart Exploration is a European Union (EU)-
funded project that addresses the many challenges 
associated with the exploration for mineral resources that 
are vital to the economy and technological advancement 
of the EU and, indeed, the world. 

Smart Exploration was launched in 2017 and is 
coordinated by Alireza Malehmir of Uppsala University, 
Sweden. It involves 27 partners from nine European 
countries. Eleven partners are research institutions 
(Uppsala University, Geological Survey of Sweden, 
University of Helsinki, University of Turku, Aarhus 
University, Delft University of Technology, Polytechnic 
University of Turin, the Portuguese National Laboratory 
for Energy and Geology, Freiberg University of Mining 
and Technology, Institute of Geophysics-Polish Academy 
of Sciences, and National Technical University of 
Athens); nine are high-tech and/or small- and medium-
sized enterprises (GeoVista, MIC Nordic, BitSim, 
Amkvo, SkyTEM, Seismic Mechatronics, the European 
Association of Geoscientists and Engineers, Geopartner, 
and Seismotech); and seven are stakeholders, mainly 
mining companies (Nordic Iron Ore, Yara International, 
Lundin Mining-Somincor, Proxis, Hellas Gold, Delphi 
Distomon) and one municipality (Ludvika Kommun). 

Smart Exploration has been recognized 
internationally for its numerous accomplishments: (1) 
innovative, cost-effective, and environmentally friendly 
tools and solutions for geophysical exploration, including 
five prototype instruments and six algorithms for 2D and 
3D imaging and modeling; (2) initiatives to raise public 
awareness of science; (3) numerous publications in high-
profile peer-reviewed journals, leading newspapers and 
trade magazines; (4) development of geophysical expertise 
in the EU and beyond through research collaborations; 
and (5) engagement of postgraduate students and young 
professionals in numerous research and professional 
development activities.

Smart Exploration has made major contributions 
towards the development of human-capacity. For 

example, the project trained more than 25 young 
professionals (e.g., MS, PhD, early-career researchers, 
and technology developers), who will help meet the 
urgent need for mineral exploration specialists in 
Europe. Numerous workshops and conferences were 
organized around the globe to encourage the exchange of 
knowledge between researchers and practitioners. In order 
to improve the awareness, acceptance, and trust of EU 
citizens with regard to mineral exploration and mining 
activities, Smart Exploration also provided testimony to 
numerous government and scientific panels and engaged 
in community activities at several geophysical test sites. 

Although this award goes to everyone who has 
participated in Smart Exploration, certain individuals 
merit special recognition. These are the project’s principal 
investigator, Alireza Malehmir, and the members of the 
executive board — Peter Holmes (Uppsala University-
Sweden), Per Gisselø (SkyTEM Surveys-Denmark), 
Valentina Laura Socco (Polytechnic University of Turin-
Italy), Paul Marsden (Nordic Iron Ore-Sweden), João 
Carvalho (LNEG-Portugal), Asli Onar Verboon (EAGE-
Netherlands), and Marcin Loska (Proxis-Poland). 
Alireza’s vision, intelligence, excellent judgment, and 
calm and inclusive leadership style have been pivotal in 
delivering outstanding results. 

In summary, the Smart Exploration project has 
enriched exploration geophysics worldwide with a wide 
range of innovations from new instruments and survey 
design methodologies that allow us to acquire better data 
to new processing, visualization, and inversion methods 
that enable us to make better interpretations. The two 
key elements in Smart Exploration’s success are the 
strong collaboration between industry and the academy 
and the multidisciplinary approach that integrates 
mineral exploration objectives with concerns for safety, 
the environment, and society. 

No team could be more deserving of the 2020 SEG 
Distinguished Achievement Award. Congratulations 
Smart Explorers.

by Musa Manzi

Smart Exploration
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2020 Gary Tubridy, Avalon Sciences Limited

2018 Daniel Herold, Robin Herold,  
 and Peter W. Flanagan, 
 Parallel Geoscience Corporation

2017 Ian N. MacLeod, Geosoft

2016 Yves Lamontagne (Lamontagne   
 Geophysics Ltd.)

2015  Geoffrey Dorn (TerraSpark   
 Geosciences, LLC)

2014  Matt Lamont and Troy Thompson  
 (DownUnder GeoSolutions)

2013  Don Robinson (Oklahoma Seismic  
 and Resolve Geosciences)

2012  Kurt M. Strack, Tilman Hanstein,  
 Charles Stoyer and Horst Rüter  
 (KMS Technologies)

2011  Chen-Bin Su, Wes Bauske and   
 Zhiming Li  
 (Parallel Data Systems, Inc.)

2009  Kwok C. Chan and 
 Tom LaFehr (LTC)

2008  Billy F. Mitcham Sr. 
 (Mitcham Industries)

2006  Lowry T. Chua, Steve Cosway,   
 Charles David Leggatt, and A. Peter  
 Annan (Sensors & Software, Inc.)

2005  David Phillip, Alastair Hay, and Alan  
 Faichney (Concept Systems Limited)

2004  John W.C. Sherwood, Reginald N.  
 Neale, and Fred J. Hilterman   
 (Geophysical Development   
 Corporation)

2003  Paul van Riel (Jason Geosystems)

2002  James (Pat) Cunneen (Aerodata   
 Holdings Limited)

2001  Aubra E. Tilley (Input/Output)

2000  Thomas A. Smith (Seismic  
 Micro-Technology Inc. SMT)

1999  H. Roice Nelson Jr., John O. Mouton,  
 Robert S. Limbaugh, and  
 Harold A. (Andy) Hildebrand  
 (Landmark Graphics)

1998  David B. Robson (Veritas Seismic  
 Processing Ltd.)

1997  L. Decker Dawson (Dawson   
 Geophysical)

1996  Brian H. Russell and Daniel Patrick  
 Hampson (Hampson and Russell  
 Software Services Ltd.)

1995  Kenneth L. Zonge (Zonge   
 Engineering and Research)

1993  James Duncan McNeill (Geonics)

1992  Charles R. Pelton (Pelton Company)

1991  Rutt Bridges (MicroMAX)

1989  Roy O. Lindseth (Teknica Resource  
 Development)

The Cecil Green Enterprise Award was established to recognize the importance of individual 
enterprise to the economic vitality of our industry. This award shall be conferred from time to 
time on persons who, in the unanimous opinion of the Honors and Awards Committee and 
the Board of Directors, have demonstrated courage, ingenuity, and achievement while risking 
their own resources and future in developing a product, service, organization, or activity that is 
recognized as a distinct and worthy contribution to the industry.

CECIL GREEN ENTERPRISE AWARD
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Gary Tubridy,  
Avalon Sciences Limited
Gary Tubridy started his career as a field engineer and spotted a niche opening when he was young 
and brave enough to take the risk and step away from a high-paying job to be a founding partner 

in Avalon Sciences Ltd. Starting from scratch and risking its own capital, Avalon developed its analog Advanced Seismic Receiver 
and then the digital Geochain system in various size, pressure, and temperature configurations. Tubridy became sole owner of 
Avalon in 2008, growing the company to 70 employees based mainly in the company’s headquarters in the United Kingdom. 
Operating throughout the world with bases in Houston, Abu Dhabi, Singapore, and Beijing, Avalon ploughs back considerable 
resources into research. Tubridy and Avalon are committed to the seismic service sector and are proactive with novel seismic 
solutions. Tubridy and Avalon provide expertise to major players and service providers in the oil and gas industry.

The Cecil Green Enterprise Award is not an 
annual award bestowed by SEG. It is an award that is 
bestowed “from time to time” to an exemplary candidate. 
Gary Tubridy is such an exemplary candidate. The 
requirements to be considered for the Enterprise Award 
are unique and severe. Candidates not only must develop 
a product or service that is important to the geophysics 
profession, but they have to have done so by risking their 
personal resources. In doing this, a candidate exhibits 
those qualities of ingenuity and courage that are essential 
for sustaining our profession.

Gary meets every qualification required for 
receiving the Cecil Green Enterprise Award. He was 
the first in his family to attend college and worked in 
construction projects to support himself as he studied 
at Kent University in the United Kingdom. He left 
Kent with two valuable assets — a degree in electronic 
engineering and a lasting relationship with his future wife, 
Sarah. He worked 10 years as a seismic field engineer for 
Seismograph Service Ltd. (SSL), acquired vertical seismic 
profile (VSP) data in many countries, learned the value 
of VSP applications, and began to envision how to build 
downhole data acquisition systems that would improve 
VSP data quality.

After his 10-year period of learning hands-on how 
to utilize VSP field equipment, Gary and fellow field 
engineer, Colin Humphries, made the bold decision to 
step away from secure jobs at SSL and establish their own 
company, Avalon Sciences Ltd. (ASL). This new company 
began to build next-generation VSP data acquisition 
systems and microseismic monitoring systems. Gary 
and Colin literally worked out of their back bedrooms 

as they established ASL. In 2008, Gary bought out his 
partner and became sole owner of ASL. The company 
employs more than 50 people at its headquarters in the 
United Kingdom and has operating bases in Houston, 
Abu Dhabi. Singapore, and Beijing. In 2015, ASL built 
the Avalon Research Centre in Somerton, England, at a 
cost of £2-million, a significant improvement from the 
small back bedrooms where ASL started.

While I was at The University of Texas at Austin, 
I learned the value of having a field site, such as the 
university’s 100-acre Devine Test Site with its wells 
dedicated to deploying downhole seismic technology for 
research purposes. I did numerous experiments in isolated 
peace and quiet at the Devine site. Upon reflection, I 
have realized that almost all downhole seismic data 
that I, and others, acquired at Devine utilized Avalon 
equipment. I make this observation to indicate how 
widespread Gary’s technology has become. Regardless of 
which VSP service company you use to record downhole 
seismic data, that company will usually arrive at the well 
site with Avalon equipment. The last project I did at 
Devine before retiring was an enjoyable day with Gary, 
who piggy-backed onto my experiment so he could 
check out some new hardware/software improvements 
that ASL was introducing to industry. Gary now has 
purchased his own test site, the Rosemanowes Quarry 
site, from Camborne School of Mines. 

Gary (and Sarah) took great personal risk to build 
Avalon Sciences Ltd., and our industry has benefitted 
greatly from technology developed there. I can think of 
no better-qualified person to receive SEG’s 2020 Cecil 
Green Enterprise Award than Gary Tubridy.

by Bob A. Hardage
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C  raig J. Beasley was the driving force behind the founding of Geoscientists Without Borders®. 
In recognition of this contribution, the Craig J. Beasley Award for Social Contribution 

is given from time to time to a person or organization that, in the unanimous opinion of the 
Honors and Awards Committee and the Board of Directors, has made a meritorious achievement 
that supports the application of geophysics to a humanitarian, public service, or other socially 
significant cause. 

CRAIG J. BEASLEY AWARD  
FOR SOCIAL CONTRIBUTION 

2020 James A. Clark

2018 Paul D. Bauman
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James A. Clark
James Clark is recognized for his sustained humanitarian geophysics work over more than 10 
years. He has made significant contribution in at least two ways. First, he developed the plans 
for a low-cost electrical resistivity instrument that can be built easily and deployed in developing 
countries, and he makes low-cost software for processing and interpreting the data freely available. 
He published this work in 2011, and it has now been downloaded more than 12,000 times. 
Second, he has worked on the ground in Africa for many years training teams of locals on how to 
use the instruments and interpret the data to help find groundwater resources. He worked with 

Water Access Rwanda and Water4 as they established and trained Resistivity teams in seven countries (Democratic Republic of the 
Congo, Rwanda, Sierra Leone, Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania, and Togo). He has shown that these local teams significantly increase 
the well-siting success rate over wells that are sited without geophysical information. He has also done humanitarian work in other 
African countries, Central America, and central Asia.

We are delighted to learn that James (Jim) Clark, 
professor emeritus at Wheaton College, has received the 
2020 SEG Craig J. Beasley Award for Social Contribution. 
Jim is a humble individual who has made an enormous 
impact on the humanitarian geophysics community by 
promoting the idea of low-cost geophysical instruments 
for groundwater exploration in developing nations. His 
seminal paper (Clark and Page, 2011) describing the 
design and application of such geophysical tools is not 
published in a standard geophysical journal but rather 
in a little-known open-access water journal because 
Jim did not think it was “good enough” for a regular 
geophysics contribution. However, this paper is now 
incredibly well known and well read around the world 
(having been downloaded more than 12,000 times) and 
has inspired many other geoscientists (including our 
own group at the Colorado School of Mines) to pursue 
similar endeavors. Indeed, by following the ideas laid out 
in Jim’s work, one can design, construct, and carry out a 
groundwater geophysical survey for a tiny fraction of the 
cost of commercial work. 

Jim has brought low-cost geophysics around the 
globe, with particular focus on Africa, where he has 
done groundwater work in several countries such as 
Chad, Tanzania, Nigeria, the Democratic Republic of 
the Congo, and Rwanda. He has also been involved in 
projects in Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, Kosovo, and 
Russia. The impact of his contribution in these countries 
is clear: when the local inhabitants are taught to build 
instruments and carry out low-cost geophysical surveys, 
the success rate for drilling potable water wells skyrockets. 
Without such easy access to geophysical technology, it 
would be difficult (if not impossible) for people to decide 
where new wells should be located.

Jim started his early scientific career with Sandia 

National Laboratories where he focused on early aspects 
of hydraulic fracturing techniques. As a postdoc at 
Cornell University and faculty member at Calvin College 
and Wheaton College, Jim worked on various aspects of 
glacial isostasy, Quaternary geology, sea level change, 
and Great Lakes history. It is particularly impressive that 
only later in his career, through the initial prompting of 
his wife and support from Wheaton College, did Jim 
discover what he truly loved: to help those in need find 
reliable sources of clean drinking water. To accomplish 
this goal, Jim had to completely redesign his research 
program, review the fundamentals of applied geophysics, 
team up with his friend Rick Page to learn instrument 
design and electronics, and make contact with a range of 
water groups in various developing nations.

We have known Jim and his work since 2015 
when colleagues at the USGS brought his paper to our 
attention. (As further proof of his wide reach but humble 
attitude, Jim did not even know that they were aware 
of his work!) Our own newly created Humanitarian 
Geophysics program at Mines is inspired in part by 
ideas and lessons we have learned from Jim’s experiences. 
Indeed, during a recent visit to Golden, Colorado, he 
remarked to us that his goal had always been to spark 
the flame in others to follow his lead and that nothing 
would be more meaningful after his retirement than to 
see his groundwater work carried on — a sign of a truly 
deserving recipient of this award.

Reference
Clark, J. A., and R. Page, 2011, Inexpensive geophysical 
instruments supporting groundwater exploration in developing 
nations: Journal of Water Resource and Protection, 3, no. 10, 
768–780, https://doi.org/10.4236/jwarp.2011.310087.

by Andrei Swidinsky, Jeffrey Shragge, and Richard Krahenbuhl
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This award, designated the SEG Medal Award at its inception in 1961, was renamed in 
1977 to recognize Reginald Fessenden for his role as the originator of the concept of reflection 
and refraction surveying in 1917. The Reginald Fessenden Award is awarded to a person who 
has made a specific technical contribution to exploration geophysics, such as an invention or a 
theoretical or conceptual advancement, which, in the unanimous opinion of the Honors and 
Awards Committee and the Board of Directors, merits special recognition.

2020 Felix J. Herrmann
 Charles C. Mosher
 Faqi Liu
 Laura J. Pyrak-Nolte
 Evert Slob

2019 Luis Alonso Gallardo 
 Max A. Meju

2018 John Parker Burg  
 Necati Gülünay

2017 Andrew Curtis

2016 Steven Constable 
 William Nicholas Goodway 
 Gilles Lambaré 
 Sheng Xu

2015 Heloise Bloxsom Lynn

2014 Claes Nicolai Borresen
 Rune Tenghamn
 Svein Vaage
 Yi Luo

2013 Dan Kosloff

2012 Xianhuai Zhu 
 Jie Zhang

2011 Norman Daniel  
 Whitmore, Jr.

2010 Samuel Gray 
 Arthur Benjamin Weglein

2009 Keeva Vozoff

2008 Paul M. Krail
 Dwight V. Sukup

2007 Paul C. Sava

2006 Dan Hampson

2005 Matthew L. Greenberg
 John P. Castagna

2004 Biondo Biondi

2003 Kurt-Martin Strack

2002 George Cameron Smith
 Maurice Gidlow

2000 Robert E. Howard

1999 James E. Rickenbacker
 John J. Sallas

1998 Elmer Eisner
 Ben F. Giles
 E. R. (Harry) Harrison
 Donald L. Howlett
 Roy C. Johnston
 Robert J. Loofbourrow
 Jim Vanderford

1997 Jean P. Morlet

1996 Luis L. Canales

1995 Derecke Palmer

1994 Donald W. Rockwell

1993 Leon Thomsen

1990 Vaino Ronka

1989 Reinhard K. Bortfeld

1987 Byron L. Gariepy
 John H. Koonce

1986 T. R. Madden

1985 Ralph A. Harris

1984 Richard N. Jolly
 Franklyn K. Levin

1983 Harold A. Sears

1982 E. V. McCollum

1981 Haines C. Hibbard

1980 R. H. Stolt

1979 Peter Hubral

1978 J. W. Miller

1977 Norman H. Ricker

1976 Leroy C. Paslay

1975 Victor Vacquier

1974 Sam P. Worden

1973 Jon F. Claerbout

1972 W. D. Mounce

1971 R. A. Broding
 G. C. Summers
 C. B. Vogel

1969 Enders A. Robinson
 Sven Treitel

1967 John M. Crawford
 William E. N. Doty
 Milford R. Lee

1965 W. Harry Mayne

1961 Beno Gutenberg
 Raoul Vajk

REGINALD FESSENDEN AWARD
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Felix J. Herrmann

Felix Herrmann has focused his research and consortium on 
compressive sensing and sparse inversion for many years, and he 
and his students have suggested applications involving seismic 

acquisition, processing, and imaging. Motivated by rendering harmful sub-sampling related aliases into incoherent noise through 
randomized sampling, Moser derisked this technology and improved acquisition productivity substantially via randomized survey 
design and wavefield reconstruction via sparse inversion. This breakthrough is a great example of how academic research can help 
drive innovations in our industry.

It is our great pleasure to introduce Charles 
(Chuck) Mosher of ConocoPhillips and Felix Herrmann 
of Georgia Institute of Technology as the 2020 SEG 
Reginald Fessenden Award winners, recognizing their 
pioneering work in the development and application 
of compressive sensing (CS) in seismology. Borrowing 
from electrical engineering and mathematics, they have 
shown how new theories can be utilized to efficiently 
acquire higher-quality seismic surveys at costs much 
lower than that afforded by traditional methods. These 
two award winners did not directly work together but 
both benefitted from each other’s contributions and 
set an exemplary example of how technical success can 
be achieved by the interaction between academia and 
industry. Their efforts are establishing the new paradigm 
for seismic acquisition, and their innovations are 
deserving of this prestigious award.

Such concepts as sampling interval and aliasing 
have been well established, but these concepts are based 
on regularly discretizing a continuous signal. Irregular 
sampling allows CS to avoid the traditional Nyquist 
criteria of sampling two points per wavelength to 
eliminate aliasing. This opens the possibility for sparser 
sampling while maintaining or enhancing bandwidth 
and managing incoherently aliased energy. This is the 
basic premise of CS, but there are significant hurdles in 
implementing any new approach for effective use in the 
field. Questions such as how to acquire irregularly sampled 
field data, represent it in a compressed form, deblend 
simultaneous sources, and perform a sparse inversion to 
reconstruct the desired output data are among the key 
challenges Chuck and Felix have addressed successfully. 

While a professor at the University of British 
Columbia, Felix led the industry-supported SINBAD 
consortium from 2005 to 2017. The focus of this 
consortium was on applications of CS for cost reduction 
of seismic acquisition, seismic processing, and seismic 
imaging. Felix and his colleagues addressed sampling-
related cost of seismic acquisition by using CS wavefield 
reconstruction methods based on randomized sampling 
techniques and simultaneous shooting in land and 

marine acquisitions. Through several publications, 
he and his team demonstrated that a signal can be 
represented sparsely, interference (aliasing) can be 
rendered into incoherent noise by random sampling, 
and a nontraditional optimization algorithm can recover 
the desired signal from the sparse representation. Key 
areas in which Felix has contributed are: seismic data 
processing, wave equation imaging, and full-waveform 
inversion (FWI). In seismic processing, he has shown 
that multidimensional data can either be sparsely 
represented using a curvelet transform or in low-rank 
factored form. Given these structured representations, 
Felix demonstrated how seismic wavefields can be 
reconstructed from severe undersamplings by promoting 
structure via optimization. He showed how to represent 
primary reflections with a sparse spike inversion, which 
also draws on new techniques from modern convex 
optimization. In wave equation imaging, he has shown 
how statistical sampling of shots, in combination with 
curvelet-domain sparsity promotion, can yield impressive 
cost reductions of reverse time migration and FWI. He 
and his team also were responsible for the development 
of wavefield reconstruction inversion, a new technique 
designed to mitigate the impact of local minima. Finally, 
he was selected as the SEG 2019 first-quarter/second-
quarter Distinguished Lecturer to present “Sometimes it 
pays to be cheap — Compressive time-lapse seismic data 
acquisition,” which focuses on obtaining repeatable time-
lapse data without insisting on replication in the field. 

Chuck and his team at ConocoPhillips have also 
made significant advances that are currently realizing 
the potential of CS in acquisition and processing. 
Chuck extends the windowed Fourier transform to a 
fast generalized windowed transform by introducing 
fractional decimation concepts to overcome sub-band 
aliasing artifacts, and this provides a sparse transform 
to represent data with fewer samples. Chuck et al. 
developed nonuniform optimal sampling for choosing 
nonuniform sensor locations for seismic survey 
planning and prove that the new sampling strategy 
makes it possible to recover significantly broader spatial 

by Doug Foster, Yu Zhang, and Nick Moldoveanu

Charles C. Mosher
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bandwidth than could be obtained using uniform 
sampling. CS data reconstruction is an important step, 
and Chuck et al. developed an effective seismic data 
reconstruction workflow. They also introduced a novel 
optimization algorithm for data reconstruction, which 
adapts the alternating direction method with a variable-
splitting technique to recover a sparse representation 
of the seismic data. Source deblending is an important 
step, and they have demonstrated how this can improve 
seismic data quality with reduced acquisition time and 
cost. To date, ConocoPhillips and its business partners 
have acquired 17 CS data sets globally, including ocean-
bottom node/cable, narrow-azimuth marine streamer, 
and land vibroseis surveys. For all the finished processing 
projects, the imaging results from the CS surveys 

exceeds the quality of legacy or neighboring surveys 
with traditional designs. The paradoxical result is that 
CS theory produces higher data quality at lower cost 
and in shorter time frames than would be achieved with 
equivalent traditionally sampled survey designs. To date, 
global deployments of CS technology in production 
have led to direct acquisition cost savings of more than 
US$165 million and indirect cost savings of US$180 
million from optimized drilling decisions. 

Both of the recipients have dedicated their entire 
careers to geophysical research, and they have always been 
active, enthusiastic, and visionary. Their reputations as 
distinguished geophysical innovators are well recognized 
in our community, earning them the distinction of the 
2020 Reginald Fessenden Award.
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Faqi Liu
Faqi Liu has identified and analyzed a broad spectrum of reverse time migration (RTM) 
artifacts, including ellipses, rabbit ears, and cigar wave paths. Subsequently, he developed 
algorithms to mitigate such effects from seismic images. These fundamental ideas were applied 
in the 1980s in full-waveform inversion but first revealed by Faqi for RTM. Faqi has developed 
methods that are now part of the standard seismic imaging workflow for many companies and 
researchers in our industry.

A mathematician by training, Faqi Liu never 
thought he would choose geophysics as his career. That 
lasted until he graduated with a master’s degree in applied 
mathematics from the Chinese Academy of Sciences 
following a bachelor’s degree in mathematics from Qufu 
Normal University in China. Even though his master’s 
thesis was on dip moveout by wavefield transformation, 
he had focused mostly on the mathematics and its 
numerical implementation without much interest in the 
geophysical background. The real turning point came 
in fall 1994, when he got an opportunity to work as a 
visiting scientist at DELPHI at the Delft University of 
Technology, The Netherlands. In 1996, Faqi enrolled at 
the University of Texas at Austin to pursue his PhD in 
geophysics, where he strengthened his background in 
computational seismology and published a seminal paper 
on multiple attenuation in coupled plane wave domain. 

Upon graduation from the University of Texas in 
fall 1999, Faqi started his industry career as a research 
geophysicist with Conoco’s Seismic Imaging Center in 
Ponca City, Oklahoma, and later moved to Conoco-
Phillips in Houston, Texas, after the merger of Conoco 
and Phillips. Faqi started with developing ray-tracing 
software in both isotropic and transversely isotropic 
media for Kirchhoff depth migration. He later switched 
to one-way wave equation migration. In the early 2000s, 
limited computing power challenged the large-scale 
application of prestack wave equation migration. Faqi 
proposed a composed shot record migration using plane 
wave construction, called source plane wave migration, 
producing comparable results with much less computation. 

Faqi joined Hess Corporation in 2005 where he 
continued his endeavor in depth imaging. In early 2006, 
he began to work on reverse time migration (RTM). 
Starting from scratch, he developed the initial version 
of the RTM software and obtained the first RTM 
image in about six months. Soon after, he noticed the 
strong low-frequency artifact with large amplitude in 
an image that badly contaminates the real signal, and a 

simple filter is incapable of removing it properly. This 
triggered his scientific curiosity. He tried to understand 
the underlying physics and look for a mathematical 
remedy for it. After some experiments and discussions 
with his master’s degree advisor Guanquan Zhang, who 
came to the United States from China for the 2006 SEG 
Annual Meeting, Faqi invented an imaging condition 
for RTM by wavefield separation, which was able to 
successfully eliminate the back-scattered artifact from 
the image. The implicit separation of the wavefields at 
the imaging step seems physically straight forward, but 
is not mathematically intuitive. Faqi provided detailed 
demonstration of both its theory and the numerical 
implementation in a Geophysics paper published in 
2011 after he first presented the research at an SEG Annual 
Meeting a few years earlier. This work is important not 
only because it has been adapted in production by many 
companies, including both exploration and production 
companies and geophysical service firms, it also has 
inspired many geophysicists to extend its application 
beyond depth imaging — for example, to full-waveform 
inversion (FWI) of reflection data. It is worthwhile to 
mention that the wavefield separation-based imaging 
condition is very efficient in terms of both CPU time and 
memory consumption. In his last few years with Hess, 
Faqi worked on FWI and, at the SEG summer research 
workshop on FWI in 2012, was among the first groups 
to realize and present on the importance of integrating 
tomography into an FWI workflow.

Faqi went on to work with PGS in early 2017 in its 
Houston office, where he led a group and developed its 
least-squares full-wavefield migration for data containing 
both primaries and multiples. Most recently, Faqi has 
been employed at TGS NOPEC as the research manager 
responsible for developing innovative algorithms for 
velocity model building, FWI, and depth imaging. 

SEG recognizes Faqi’s innovations by presenting him 
the 2020 SEG Reginald Fessenden Award. It has been our 
privilege and pleasure to write this citation for Faqi.

by Mrinal Sen and Bin Wang
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Laura J. Pyrak-Nolte
Laura J. Pyrak-Nolte developed a fluid flow versus elastic stiffness function that is an important 
contribution, as it provides a fundamental relation between two important and often-measured 
properties. This relation, coupled with knowledge of fracture surface properties, provides a 
promising approach for inferring fluid flow properties from seismic data in fractured rock. 
Pyrak-Nolte has made other important contributions to rock physics, including identification of 
precursory signatures to failure in geophysical signals.

The function for which this Reginald Fessenden 
award is made to Laura Pyrak-Nolte is a major result 
of the dedicated research that Laura, together with her 
colleagues and students, led over the past three decades. 

Laura is currently distinguished professor of physics 
and astronomy at Purdue University. She obtained her 
PhD in rock mechanics in 1988 from the University of 
California, Berkeley. Her adviser was the renowned (late) 
professor Neville Cook at the University of California, 
Berkeley. The topic of her thesis “Seismic Visibility of 
Fractures” is now a field that she has developed into 
a potentially major component of rock mechanics/
engineering and in which she is now internationally pre-
eminent. Her International Society for Rock Mechanics 
and Rock Engineering (ISRM) online lecture of March 
2018, “Geophysical Characterization of Fractures,” 
(https://www.isrm.net/gca/index.php?id=1331) provides 
an excellent overview of Laura’s research over the last 
three decades. (Of the 30 lecturers invited by ISRM to 
date, Laura is the only woman.) 

Laura is in demand as an expert adviser (e.g., 
to the U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Basic 
Energy Sciences) and lecturer in the United States and 
internationally. Elected a fellow of the American Rock 
Mechanics Association in 2013, she served as ARMA 
president from 2017 to 2019 and is currently president 
of the International Society for Porous Media (InterPore) 
(2019–2021) 

ISRM was established in 1962 by Leopold Müller 
to draw international attention to the central importance 
of discontinuities, especially on the scale of engineering 
projects, on the deformation and failure of the rock. 
Müller had stressed his concern for years, but it was the 
collapse of the Malpasset Dam in France in December 
1958 (423 deaths) and Italy’s Vaiont Dam disaster in 

October 1963 (1917 deaths) — where Müller was the 
geotechnical consultant — that helped precipitate his 
ISRM action. In both cases, these failures were the result 
of sliding along major joints as the fluid pressure in the 
joint increased during filling of the dam The fluid has a 
“buoyant” effect of reducing the effective normal stress 
(σn – p) [σn = normal stress; p = fluid pressure] at any 
point in the rock. 

Many major engineering activities associated with 
climate change, sustainability, infrastructure renewal, etc. 
involve this effect of fluid pressure in rock — geothermal 
energy, CO2 sequestration, waste isolation, dam 
foundations, rock slope stability, borehole extraction of 
mineral resources, aquifer management, and more. 

Laura’s research is a valuable complement to other 
ongoing developments with respect to the behavior of 
discontinuities in rock, such as Discrete Fracture Network 
(DFN) and Synthetic Rock Mass (SRM) analysis. 
Advances in computer modeling procedures, such as 
message passing interface, or MPI, will also contribute. 
The U.S. Department of Energy has identified adaptive 
control of subsurface fractures, reactions, and flow as 
a Grand Challenge and has recently awarded $140 
million to the University of Utah to develop the Frontier 
Observatory for Research in Geothermal Energy project 
over five years (2019–2024)   

Thus, the stage appears set for the benefits of 
Laura’s research to be tested in practical application in 
the United States. This is likely to require a large team of 
colleagues — and significantly increased levels of federal 
research funding. In this way, Laura Pyrak-Nolte may be 
able to complete the goal of her decades of research — 
to improve engineering design, and safety, of projects in 
discontinuous rock.

by Charles Fairhurst
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Evert Slob
Evert Slob has contributed key scientific and technological advances in electromagnetic 
interferometry in a series of papers from 2007 to 2013, although these papers represent only a 
small selection of his 120-plus publications. What is clear from this body of work is the power 
of Slob’s basic theoretical understanding and his ability to create entirely novel areas of theory 
and methodology that were previously beyond the reach of most in academia or industry. Evert 
Slob also devotes a significant portion of his scientific endeavors to support, engage, and mentor 
students and postdoctoral scientists.

Evert Slob is an eclectic researcher who has 
published 128 research papers in leading journals, 
including Geophysics. His book Introduction to 
Controlled-Source Electromagnetic Methods, coauthored 
with Anton Ziolkowski, is published by Cambridge 
University Press. Evert’s research is extremely broad and 
includes important contributions to the field of seismic 
interferometry. In this field of research, one reconstructs 
the waves that propagate between two receivers by cross-
correlating the signals generated by sources located on a 
surface that surrounds these receivers. Evert showed that 
when the sources are placed on a surface between the 
receivers, one can extract the waves propagating between 
these receivers by convolving the waves recorded on these 
receivers. Evert has been instrumental in extending the 
concepts of seismic interferometry to electromagnetic 
fields, and he has been among the early researchers to 
point out that the field of seismic interferometry has its 
roots in early work on fluctuations in electrical systems. 

A limitation of seismic interferometry in its earliest 
formulations was that the concept was formulated for 
systems that conserve energy, which precluded geophysical 
applications to electromagnetic fields where the electrical 
conductivity leads to a loss of field energy. This limitation 
can be overcome largely by using multidimensional 
deconvolution that Evert developed with coworkers from 
Delft University of Technology. This method not only 
helps overcome limitations imposed by the dissipative 
nature of electric fields and seismic waves, it also is a 
powerful tool to utilize Marchenko imaging for seismic 
waves. Multidimensional deconvolution also helps strip 
away the imprint of the overburden in controlled source 
electromagnetics (CSEM). Evert also showed that synthetic 
aperture methods can be applied to CSEM fields, which 
makes it possible to steer these diffusive fields, a technique 
that was deemed to be impossible.

Evert has also been a great contributor in the area 
of Marchenko imaging. With his colleagues at Delft, 
Evert has been active in pushing this new field of research 
forward. One of his contributions in Marchenko imaging 
is, once more, related to dealing with dissipation, which 
he published in Physical Review Letters, a leading 
physics journal. This development is not only important 
for seismic applications; it also opens an avenue to apply 
Marchenko imaging to electromagnetic fields. The 
principle and implementation of Marchenko imaging 
has been difficult to communicate to the geophysics 
community because of its difference from traditional 
imaging methods. Evert’s 2014 paper in Geophysics is 
one of the clearest papers on Marchenko imaging.

Evert’s contributions go beyond his research. 
He has a mindset of service and has exemplified this 
mindset in many different ways. He was associate editor 
of Geophysics from 2009 to 2013 and editor in chief 
from 2013 to 2015. Within the Delft University of 
Technology, Evert was director of education for Civil 
Engineering and Geosciences from 2014 to 2018. He 
serves as chair of the Career Development Committee 
at Delft. Evert served on the executive board of the 
IDEA-league MS program. In this program, a cohort 
of MS students travels between a number of European 
universities taking classes and doing research. Because 
a number of institutions are involved, this program 
requires an intense coordination effort. Evert makes an 
incessant and empowering contribution to the growth 
of young researchers. He does this by providing them 
with research guidance and advice, but his contribution 
goes much further. Evert is a true “people magnet.” He 
not only guides students in their research; he also acts 
as a mentor for students — even those who don’t work 
with him. Most impressive about Evert is his ability to 
combine his research talents and warm interpersonal 
skills with a modesty that belies his achievements.

by Roel Snieder, Kees Wapenaar, and Sven Treitel
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2020 James W. Rector

2018 Fred Aminzadeh

2017 Yaoguo Li 
 Carlos Torres-Verdín

2016 Joe Dellinger

2015 Doug C. Fraser 
 Mrinal K. Sen 
 Ilya Tsvankin 
 Anton Ziolkowski

2014 Craig J. Beasley
 Jack P. Dvorkin
 Nick Moldoveanu
 Adrian T. de Hoop

2013 Michael S. Zhdanov 
 Paul L. Stoffa

2012 Kurt J. Marfurt 
 Mark D. Zoback

2011 Peter M. Duncan 
 Öz Yilmaz 
 Roel Snieder

2010 Michael S. Bahorich 
 Walter S. Lynn 
 Bjørn Ursin

2009 Samir Abdelmoaty
 Don Steeples
 Sally G. Zinke

2008 William N. (Bill) 
   Barkhouse
 Rutt Bridges
 L. C. (Lee) Lawyer
 Brian Henderson  
  Russell

2007 Virgil Bardan
 Bob A. Hardage

2006 Alistair R. Brown

2005 Norman Bleistein
 James D. Robertson

2004 Alexander Kaufman 
 Tadeusz J. Ulrych
 Ronald W. Ward

2003 Mike Graul
 Richard O. Hansen
 Ian G. Jack

2002 L. Decker Dawson
 Michael Schoenberger

2001 Robert Garotta
 Gary Mavko
 Douglas W. Oldenburg

2000 A. Peter Annan
 Larry Lines

1999 H. Frank Morrison
 M. Nafi Toksöz

1998 William S. French
 Robert H. Stolt

1997 Anders Farestveit
 Peter H. W. Hubral
 Edward Rudolph Prince Jr.

1996 Amos Nur
 Roy E. White

1995 Weng Wen-Bo
 Robert J. Graebner
 Fred Hilterman 
 Paul Newman

1994 Ernest Kanasewich
 Johann Sattlegger

1993 A. J. Berkhout
 John W. C. Sherwood
 James R. Wait

1992 Vlastislav Cerveny
 Gerald W. Hohmann
 John H. Hyden

1991 Gerald H.F. Gardner
 Pierre L. Goupillaud
 Gordon F. West

1990 Peter N. S. O’Brien
 William A. Schneider
 Sabba S. Stefanescu

1989 J. G. Hagedoorn
 Fabio L. Rocca
 Ethel Ward-McLemore

1988 Milo M. Backus
 Gu Gongxu

1987 Craig Ferris
 Albert A. Fitch
 Misac Nabighian

1986 Allan V. Cox
 S. Norman Domenico
 Lucien J. B. LaCoste

1985 Jon F. Claerbout
 Booth B. Strange
 Peter R. Vail
 Keeva Vozoff

1984 Roy O. Lindseth
 Aaron Seriff
 Paul C. Wuenschel

1983 Michel T. Halbouty
 Robert B. Rice
 Enders A. Robinson
 David W. Strangway
 Sven Treitel

1982 Klaus Helbig 
 William M. Rust Jr. 
 J. Dan Skelton 
 Stanley H. Ward

1981 Charles C. Bates 
 Santos Figueroa

 Richard A. Geyer 
 Theodor C. Krey

1980 Samuel J. Allen
 Bimul K. Bhattacharyya
 Kenneth E. Burg
 Carl H. Savit

1979 Sidney Kaufman
 Thomas R. LaFehr
 Robert E. Sheriff
 Robert Van Nostrand

1978 Howard R. Breck
 John M. Crawford
 Milton B. Dobrin
 Franklyn K. Levin
 W. Harry Mayne
 Vincent E. McKelvey
 M. Turhan Taner
 Sam P. Worden

1977 Nigel A. Anstey
 Bastiaan Baars

1976 Roland G. Henderson
 James E. (Ed) White

1975 Albert W. Musgrave

1974 Daniel Siverman

1973 Antonio García Rojas
 J. Tuzo Wilson

1972 Frank Press

1971 John C. Hollister
 Eugene McDermott
 H. B. Peacock
 O. S. Petty Sr.
 Henry Salvatori
 G. H. Westby

1970 F. A. Van Melle

1969 C. Hewitt Dix
 Raymond A. Peterson

1968 Norman H. Ricker
 J. P. Woods

 
1967 Frank Goldstone 
 Paul L. Lyons

1966 L. Y. Faust
 O. F. Ritzmann

1965 Ralph D. Wyckoff

1963 Roy L. Lay
 Arthur A. Brant

1962 Dave P. Carlton
 Sigmund I. Hammer

1960 M. King Hubbert

1959 W. T. (Ted) Born
 Frank Rieber
 Louis B. Slichter

1958 Burton McCollum
 William Shriever

1957 W. Maurice Ewing

1956 Lewis L. Nettleton

1954 Cecil H. Green
 James B. Macelwane
 Paul Weaver

1952 E. A. Eckhardt

1950 John C. Karcher

1940 Donald C. Barton

1936 Wallace E. Pratt
 L. P. Garrett

1930 L. Mintrop
 E. L. DeGolyer

HONORARY MEMBERSHIP
   onorary Membership is conferred upon persons who, in the unanimous opinion of the Honors 
and Awards Committee and the Board of Directors, have made a distinguished contribution, which 
warrants exceptional recognition, to exploration geophysics or a related field or the advancement of 
the profession of exploration geophysics through service to the Society.

H
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James W. Rector
James Rector was a major developer of seismic while drilling for which he was awarded the first 
J. Clarence Karcher Award in 1996. He has authored a large number of papers on a variety of 
topics. He has had a significant impact on SEG specifically, and the profession generally, in several 
different ways. To quote one of his nominators, “Rector is a seminal contributor in the study 
of tube wave analysis and removal; crosswell imaging; reverse time migration; passive seismic 
imaging; signal processing; finite difference and eikonal solvers; attenuation; the study of the near-
field, near-source, and mode conversions; applications of machine learning; and, more recently, 

surface wave tomography.” Rector has also played a big role in mentoring students at University of California, Berkeley, has been 
a very successful entrepreneur, and has served as assistant and associate editor of Geophysics and as Vice President of the SEG 
Executive Committee. For his technical contributions, entrepreneurship, dedication to students, and service to the Society, we 
award Honorary Membership to James Rector.

In my now more than six-decade-long career in 
geophysics, I have come across a never-ending series of 
fascinating characters. This year’s recipient of an SEG 
Honorary Membership is no exception. Jamie Rector 
entered the University of Wisconsin at the old age of 14 
to study mathematics. Five years later, he had earned his 
BA in the field. It took him an extra year to graduate, as 
he simultaneously took up jazz piano at the Wisconsin 
Conservatory. From it he emerged at age 16 to play 
professionally — an activity he has successfully pursued 
to this day. He has continued his parallel musical career as 
a jazz pianist at San Francisco hotels and clubs, all while 
multitasking as a successful professor of geophysics at the 
University of California, Berkeley.

With his BA in hand Jamie joined Shell, where he 
acquired an on-the-job education in exploration geophysics. 
This experience inspired him to leave to attend an MS 
program in geophysics at Stanford University. There he 
acquired a good background in signal processing, which 
brought him an offer from yet another character in his own 
right: Bernie Widrow, then already a distinguished Stanford 
professor of electrical engineering with eclectic interests of 
his own. Bernie hired Jamie at age 23 to help him start a 
company called TOMEX to make use of the vibrations 
of the drill bit for continuous seismic recording. This was 
also the time I first met both these gentlemen when they 
visited Amoco to seek support for their novel ideas. The 
work led to several patents, and in 2008 Jamie received the 
Legends of Seismic While Drilling Award from the Society 
of Petroleum Engineers. This work was one of the first 
practical examples of seismic interferometry, even before 
that term had been coined. 

Eventually, Jamie returned to Stanford to work on his 
PhD in geophysics. Here he became interested in borehole 
and cross-borehole seismology — both fields in which he 
then made and has continued to make very significant 
contributions. He received his doctorate in 1990, and in 
1992 he joined the Engineering Geoscience Group at 
Berkeley, where he is now a full professor. During the almost 
30 years in this capacity, he has become widely published and 
has mentored an impressive group of students, including 

Heidi Anderson Kuzma, who published some of the first 
geophysical work that used modern methods of machine 
learning. While an academic, Jamie has also served as a 
consultant to industry. He was a cofounder of TOMOSEIS, 
a company specializing in cross-borehole seismology. In 
later years, Jamie’s expertise veered away from borehole 
seismology to environmental and near-surface seismology. 
He used surface waves and shallow vertical seismic profiles 
(VSP) to better understand near-surface wave propagation 
and thereby gain better insights about near-surface geology. 
He was also contributed to microseismic developments, 
having published an early paper on the subject in 1992.

During the past quarter century Jamie has participated 
in a variety of other commercial ventures. In 1998, he 
founded Berkeley Geo-Imaging (BGI), an investment 
fund to explore for buried treasure in the Philippines. He 
used the 3D VSP and surface wave technology developed 
during his research to find “treasure” anomalies. If you 
watch old Unsolved Mysteries television shows, you will see 
interviews with locals sporting BGI caps. No treasure was 
ever discovered — only old machine guns and propellers. 
So, by 2001, he and his partners had converted BGI into a 
small oil and investment fund, making good use of Jamie’s 
seismic expertise with small independent projects. In 
2004, the Illinois Oil and Gas Association named Jamie the 
“Wildcatter of the Year” for his discovery of the Forbes Lake 
Field. Throughout the early 2000s, he continued to reprocess 
and reinterpret seismic data and to discover new fields in 
Oklahoma, New Mexico, and the U.S. Gulf Coast area.

Jamie has contributed actively to SEG affairs. He 
was an assistant editor of Geophysics from 1993 to 1995 
and in 1996 was the recipient of the J. Clarence Karcher 
award. He served as SEG vice president in 2008–2009 
and was instrumental in the acceleration of SEG Online. 
With this Honorary Membership, SEG recognizes the 
singular achievements of one of its most creative and 
original geophysicists. His career is indeed one that students 
of applied geophysics may well wish to contemplate, as 
it provides a living example of a person who can find a 
stimulating and rewarding career through contributions in 
widely differing aspects of our profession.

by Sven Treitel
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    fund has been established 
by Virgil Kauffman, former president 
of Aero Service Corporation, to 
encourage improvement in the science of 
geophysical exploration. The Kauffman 
Gold Medal is awarded to a person who, 
in the unanimous opinion of the Honors 
and Awards Committee and the Board 
of Directors, has made an outstanding 
contribution to the advancement of the 
science of geophysical exploration as 
manifested during the previous five years. 
The contribution may be of a technical 
or a professional nature.

A
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Recipients of the Virgil Kauffman Gold Medal

2020 Carlos Torres-Verdín

2019 Mauricio D. Sacchi

2018 Mrinal Kanti Sen

2017 Manika Prasad

2016 R. Gerhard Pratt
 Laurent Sirgue

2015 H. Justus Rozemond

2014 Peter M. Duncan

2013 Serge A. Shapiro

2012 Yu Zhang

2010 Gerard Thomas Schuster 
 Kees Wapenaar

2008 John T. Etgen
 Carl J. Regone

2007 Terje Eidesmo
 Svein Ellingsrud
 Leonard James Srnka

2006 Dirk Jacob (Eric) 
   Verschuur

2005 Robert J. Greaves
 Terry Fulp

2004 N. Ross Hill

2003 Gregory A. Partyka

2002 Michael Batzle
 Zhijing (Zee) Wang

2001 Patrick Connolly

1999 Eivind W. Berg
 James E. Martin
 Bjørnar A. Svenning

1998 Michael S. Bahorich

1997 George A. McMechan

1996 Ilya Tsvankin

1995 Fred J. Barr Jr.
 Joe I. Sanders

1994 Davis W. Ratcliff

1991 Oz Yilmaz

1990 Richard A. (Rusty) Alford

1989 Ira David Hale

1988 Stuart Crampin

1986 John W. C. Sherwood

1985 William J. Ostrander

1984 Fred J. Hilterman

1983 Sidney Kaufman
 Jack E. Oliver

1982 J. T. Cherry
 Kenneth H. Waters

1981 S. Norman Domenico

1980 A. R. Barringer

1979 Carl H. Savit

1978 William J. Zwart

1977 M. B. Widess

1976 Peter R. Vail

1975 Stephen Chelminski

1974 David W. Strangway

1973 Samuel J. Allen

1972 Nigel A. Anstey

1971 Joseph Zemanek

1970 Roy O. Lindseth

1969 Robert E. Sheriff

1968 Howard A. Slack

1967 Lucien J. B. LaCoste

1966 Cecil H. Green
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Carlos Torres-Verdín
Carlos Torres-Verdín is receiving this award for his body of work in advancing the science of 
exploration geophysics, especially in the preceding five years. He has made significant contributions 
in developing new methods in applied electromagnetics, physics-based understanding of fluid flow 
from borehole measurements, and new laboratory results for quantifying fluid transport in shale. 
Most recently, Carlos has extended his theoretical work to application in industry. This includes the 
development of new methods for modeling, processing, and interpreting borehole measurements in 
nonvertical wells and the geostatistical inversion of well-log and surface seismic data for reservoir 

description. His work on these topics continues to be on the leading edge of seismic technology. He, his collaborators, and his 
students have developed the practical concepts and methods that allow an interpretation workflow that is the standard practice in 
operating companies. Torres-Verdín’s deep and lengthy academic body of work was highlighted when he was awarded Honorary 
Membership in 2017. He has published extensively and is highly cited. Torres-Verdín is deeply respected by his industry and 
academic peers as well as the many students he has mentored. SEG is especially thankful for his extensive and continued service 
to the Society through teaching, committee work, editorial efforts, and organization of meetings and workshops. Torres-Verdín 
represents the standard of applied-geophysics contributions to which all of us may aspire.

Carlos Torres-Verdín and his students have advanced 
prominent and original science in the development of 
truly integrated multiphysics methods for the quantitative 
interpretation of wellbore geophysical and petrophysical 
data to deliver formation evaluation products. The 
methods for fast forward modeling and inversion of 
electromagnetic, nuclear, acoustic, and magnetic resonance 
measurements, all done within the frame of a dynamic 
wellbore modeled with petroleum engineering methods, 
has fundamentally altered the approach taken by industry 
to quantitative petrophysical interpretation. The fact 
that his university-based industrial consortium has had 
continued participation from all major logging vendors 
since its inception 20 years ago is a true testament to the 
strength of his research and the impact he and his students 
have had on borehole geophysics and petrophysics. The 
University of Texas group founded and led by Carlos is 
unrivalled in academia and is recognized by all as “the” 
petrophysical program around the world. He and his 
students continue to deliver research that advances and 
ensures that the original petrophysical vision of Archie 
is realized and practiced by petrophysical engineers and 
geophysicists in both operating companies and the service 
sector around the world.

A particularly noteworthy development realized 
by Carlos and his students during their research is the 
development of innovative methods that deliver truly 
integrated static-dynamic petrophysical rock types, 
useful for ensuring that 3D petrophysical results are 
available and extend beyond the wellbore. The approach 
to both simulating logging instrument responses, within 
a dynamic wellbore, and the inclusion of 3D layer-
based petrophysical rock types with credible, petroleum 
engineering-based static and dynamic rock properties 
takes the science of petrophysics well beyond the original 
art of log analysis and “pay counts.” These 3D rock types 
guarantee that petrophysical model results are amenable 
and available to dynamic reservoir simulators. Further, 
with the inclusion of elastic properties modeling as part of 
the petrophysical workflow, they have had great success in 

connecting petrophysics to geophysical and geomechanical 
workflows for 3D and 4D seismic attribute interpretation.

As a university professor, Carlos has led the 
development of a dynamic set of students and postdoc 
researchers, who are all actively contributing in industry 
and academia and who will be the next generation of 
petrophysical engineers and distinguished educators. 
The nearly 21-year publication record for Carlos and 
his students (to date, more than 210 refereed journal 
publications and 240 peer-reviewed conference 
proceedings) is a true and lasting testament to the impact 
of the interpretation methods they have developed. His 
team has an outstanding record of publications within 
SEG, the Society of Petroleum Engineers, the Society of 
Petrophysicists and Well Log Analysts (SPWLA), and the 
European Association of Geoscientists and Engineers, 
including numerous best paper and best poster awards 
from research they have reported. His students (34 
PhD, 47 MS, and 16 BS students, in addition to 20 
postdoctoral fellows) continue to write and publish as well 
as take leadership roles in editorial processes for all three 
of the societies previously noted. Further, he has now a 
legacy of three students elected SPWLA president and five 
professors at reputable international universities. He has 
genuinely installed the next generation of petrophysical 
leaders, and they will continue his legacy of publication 
and service to multiple professional organizations. 

In closing, the cumulative record of technical and 
professional accomplishments from Carlos are both 
significant and of true multidisciplinary professional 
impact to our industry. His previous awards from multiple 
professional societies are indeed testament to this growing 
legacy that Carlos and students have had on our industry. 
He is a passionate instructor and a dedicated student 
mentor as well as an exceptional role model for many 
geoscientists and petroleum engineers. His exemplary 
and long-standing service to SEG speaks loudly about his 
love of his profession. May this award also be a deserving 
distinction to his students and collaborators over the year.

by Mark G. Kittridge
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T o honor the memory of Maurice 
Ewing and his enormous contributions to 
geophysics, this award was established for 
presentation for the first time in 1978 as the 
highest honor given by SEG. The Maurice 
Ewing Medal shall be awarded from time to 
time to a person who, by a unanimous vote 
of both the Honors and Awards Committee 
and of the Board of Directors, is deserving 
of special recognition through having made 
major contributions to the advancement of 
the science and profession of exploration 
geophysics. The award of the Maurice Ewing 
Medal shall confer Honorary Membership on 
its recipients.
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2020 Leon Thomsen

2019 Robert H. Stolt

2018 Albert Tarantola

2017 Samuel Gray

2016 Arthur Benjamin Weglein

2015 Manik Talwani

2014 Norman Bleistein

2013 Peter Hubral

2012 George A. McMechan

2011 Amos M. Nur

2010 Anthony R. Barringer 
 M. Nafi Toksöz

2009 David W. Strangway

2008 John W. C. Sherwood

2007 Roy Oliver Lindseth

2006 Fred Hilterman

2005 Robert J. Graebner

2004 Vlastislav Cerveny

2003 A. J. Berkhout

2002 Gordon F. West

2001 Enders A. Robinson

2000 Stanley H. Ward

1999 Gerald H. F. Gardner

1998 Robert E. Sheriff

1997 Thomas R. LaFehr

1996 Kenneth L. Larner

1995 Harold O. Seigel

1993 M. Turhan Taner

1992 Jon F. Claerbout

1991 Theodor C. Krey

1990 Milo M. Backus

1989 Sven Treitel

1988 Franklyn K. Levin

1987 Arthur A. Brant

1986 J. E. White

1985 N. A. Anstey

1984 L. L. Nettleton

1983 W. Harry Mayne

1982 Frank Press

1981 J. Tuzo Wilson

1979 C. Hewitt Dix

1978 Cecil H. Green

Recipients of the Maurice Ewing Medal
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Leon Thomsen
With more than 4700 citations, Leon Thomsen’s landmark 1986 paper “Weak elastic anisotropy” 
is too well known to call for expounding, but it is relevant to say that this seminal piece of work 
heralded a new era in the seismic method and produced a quantum leap in the way velocity 
propagation began to be handled from that point onward. Until 1986, only a few geophysicists 
cared to take the anisotropy bull by the horns, and those few who did usually were confined to 
a mathematical ivory tower. Thomsen’s work brought anisotropy into the realm of the frontline 
geophysicist. In addition to his scientific achievements, Thomsen was the SEG Distinguished Lecturer 

for the fall of 1997, the SEG/EAGE Distinguished Instructor for 2002, and served as SEG president for the 2006–2007 term.

Everything about Leon Thomsen is larger than 
life. His presence is dominating, whether we are talking 
physical or technical. The first time I saw him was at an 
SEG Annual Meeting in Dallas in the mid-1990s. I was 
sitting in a small theater preparing to hear a presentation. 
The doorway was crowded but the crowd suddenly parted 
as this tall man, made even taller by his cowboy boots 
and pearl gray Stetson, strode into the room. I swear the 
chatter silenced as people reached out to greet Leon and 
be recognized in return. 

Leon is being awarded the SEG Maurice 
Ewing Medal. To my mind, the recipient of such 
high recognition must be a technical leader in our 
community, one who has made notable contributions to 
our technology, not just once but continually over his or 
her career. Moreover, the medalist should be an active 
participant in our community for its greater good, taking 
part in the husbanding of our industry, our society, and 
our global community and giving unselfishly of his or 
her time and talents. It means leading in our professional 
pursuits, tutoring those who practice in our profession, 
and mentoring those who are coming along to replace us. 

For his part, Leon has demonstrated an uncommon 
physical insight that led him to make important 
contributions to advancing our science. Furthermore, 
Leon has an uncommon skill at reducing his insights to 
an understandable form and a gift for communicating 
that knowledge and understanding to others. Leon has 
been and is now a professor of geophysics, currently 
at the University of Houston. Leon has also traveled 
around the globe many, many times teaching us about 
our science. Finally, Leon has held several high offices in 
the governance of SEG. In short, Leon meets or exceeds 
all the parameters of a worthy Ewing medalist. Dare I say 
that the fit is so good we might call these another set of 
“Thomsen parameters.”

Exploration geophysics is in Leon’s blood. His 
father, Erik, practiced geophysics at Amoco. A keen 
observational eye must run in the family, for Erik 
noticed in the 1950s a correlation between amplitude 
response and successful wells long before “bright spots” 
were talked about. But Leon was not about to follow 
in his father’s footsteps and headed to Caltech to study 
nuclear physics — on an SEG scholarship no less. There, 

geophysics finally caught his attention, so much so that 
he went on to Columbia University to earn a PhD in 
the field. He had not yet succumbed to the exploration 
bug though, and after finishing at Lamont-Doherty 
Earth Observatory, he took a teaching position at the 
State University of New York at Binghamton where he 
researched velocity anisotropy in crystals in the very deep 
(3000 km) earth — well beyond drilling depths. 

He attained tenure at Binghamton, but exploration 
was indeed in his blood, and he landed in Tulsa in 1980 
to work at Amoco Research under the leadership of 
Sven Treitel. Here, his inherited powers of observation 
enabled what came next. While visiting Denver to 
consult on some Santa Barbara Channel 2D seismic, 
he noted many amplitude mis-ties at line intersections. 
Leon immediately suggested this might be a result of 
anisotropy related to fractures and that while he “had no 
specific knowledge of the phenomenon,” he believed he 
could “figure it out.” 

Figure it out he did over the next four weeks, 
resulting in the breakthrough paper on weak anisotropy 
that is still shaping our industry today and is the most 
cited paper published in Geophysics with more 
than 4700 citations. The insight earned him the SEG 
Reginald Fessenden Award in 1993, but he did not stop 
there. He went on to make fundamental contributions 
to the understanding and application of azimuthal AVO, 
pore pressure prediction, converted wave imaging, and, 
recently, controlled source electromagnetic techniques 
for petroleum exploration. 

Leon has been generous in sharing his insights 
and knowledge. Not only has he authored more than 
125 refereed papers and delivered countless lectures and 
seminars, he also has served as an SEG Distinguished 
Lecturer (1997) and the DISC instructor (2002). To 
appreciate what a great undertaking this last assignment 
was, I recommend you read his very enjoyable diary from 
that arduous year (https://library.seg.org/doi/10.1190/
tle22050434.1). It will give you a real sense of Leon, his 
marvelous sense of humor, and his devotion to our science. 

Of course, he has been a leader in the not-so-
technical part of our community as well by being an 
editor, a committee chair, a director of SEG Global Inc., 
vice president in my 2003–2004 Executive Committee, 

by Peter M. Duncan
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SEG president (2006–2007), and chair of the board of 
directors of SEAM (2017–2018). To each office he has 
brought the same intensity, integrity, and insight that he 
has applied to his technical pursuits.

It should surprise no one that Leon has benefitted 
from the dedicated support and guidance of his lifelong 

partner, omnipresent sidekick, and “executive manager” 
(his words not mine) Pat, who has been with him since 
they met while Leon was at Columbia. I know he feels 
that this medal is hers as much as his. My heartfelt 
congratulations to you both on behalf of all your friends, 
colleagues, and students.
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One of SEG’s great traditions is the special recognition of individuals and 
organizations for their contributions to geophysics and to the Society. The Honors 
and Awards Committee annually solicits nominations for deserving recipients to be 
honored at the SEG Annual Meeting.

In order to guarantee that all deserving individuals and organizations receive 
consideration for appropriate recognition, all nominations must be received by 1 
January to allow the Honors and Awards Committee enough time for appropriate 
investigation, deliberation, and recommendations to the SEG Board of Directors.

Nominations should be sent to:

 SEG Honors and Awards Committee
 c/o SEG Business Office 
 8801 S. Yale Ave, Suite 500
 Tulsa, OK 74137, USA
 Email: honorsandawards@seg.org

Please include a brief outline describing the specific achievement or contribution 
that merits formal recognition by the SEG. Supporting information and letters of 
recommendation are very useful to the committee. Additional guidelines can be 
found on the SEG website.

Thank you in advance for your nominations in making the 91st SEG Annual 
Meeting Honors and Awards program a premiere event to remember!

John H. Bradford
Chairman, 2020–2021 Honors and Awards Committee

SM

Nominations for 2021 aWards
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